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PREFACE

Never in California's history has there been a larger number of
language minority students of Asian and other minority backgrounds
enrolled in our public schools. Of the 431,443 identified pupils of
limited English proficiency in California, more than 20 percent are
from the following language groups: Vietnamese, Cantonese, Korean,
Pilipino, Mandarin, Japanese, Portuguese, Ilocano, Punjabi, Armenian,
Laotian, Cambodian, and Samoan.

' The rapid increase of these minority language populations poses
signjficant challenges to California school districts, for there have
beeli insufficient bilingual resources to assist these children. To
meet this need, the Department of Educatinn, Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education, developed a series of handbooks thsigned to assist bilingual/ESL teachers, counselors, school administrators, and
teacher training institutions in establishing programmatic, curricular, and instructional policies. These handbooks address the unique
historical, sociocultural, and linguistic characteristics of each
group. They also provide educational resources such as community organizations and classroom instructional materials. It is the department's hope that these handbooks will help all of us improve educational services to language minority children.
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FOREWORD

Purpose

This handbook was developed as part of the Asian and Minority
Language Group Project in the Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education, California State Department of Education. Designed to asskt
school districts in providing effective bilingual education services
to students from Asian and minority language groups, the Project
identified as its first major actir the development of handbooks
for selected Asian and minority language groups.
This is one of several handbooks developed by the Project.
Their purpose is to increase school district's and school site per-

understanding of selected Asian and minority language
groups. They have been carefully designed for use by bilingual edu-

sonnel's

cation specialists as well as administrators and teachers who have
more gLieral responsibilities for the education of students.
..

The first parts of the handbook address general background factors regarding the language group: immigration histoi y, educational
background, and sociocultural factors. The remainder deals with more
specific informatior regarding the student's language ond appropriate
program offerings that will promote the student's academic achievement.

Theoredcal Background
This handbook- is complemented by another publication developed

by the Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education: Schooling and Language Minority Students: A Theoretical Framework,* which provides
extensive information regarding bilingual education theory and practice. It also outlines basic principles underlying successful bilingual education programs and suggests a variety of implementation
stra(egies.

The analyses and illustrations in the Theoretical Framework are
not specific to particular language g?oups. Rather, the Theoretical
Framework provides a way of conceptualizing and organizing appropriate program services based on program goals, available resources,
community background factors, and student characteristics.

*Information regarding this publication is available from the Evaluation, Diskemination and Assessment Center, California State University, Los Angeles, 5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, CA
90032.
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This handbook and others in the Project are designed to assist
school district p sonnel in. better understanding specifivAsian and

minority languaçé group communities and individual studenis who come,..
from those com iunities. Use of the handbOok, in conjunctiqn with the

Theoretical Fra ework , should result in program services that are
more appropriately suited to the needs of individual students that
are consistent with California's bilingual education law.
Development of the Handbook

During the past three years, California has experienced a dramatic increase in the number of immigrants from Asia and other parts
of the world. For example, the 1982 Language Census indicated that
Vietnamese students who are of limited English proficiency (LEP) increased 273 percent from 1979, from 7,426 to 27,733.
Cantonesespeaking LEP students increased from 7,219 in 1979 to 16,096 in 1982,
a 123 percent increase. Based on the 1982 Language Census, LEP stu-

dents from Asian and other minority language groups (ex.:luding

Spanish-speaking students) total approximately 89,000 (21 percent) of
the 431,443 LEP students identified in California.

In response to these changes, the Asian and Minority Language

Group Project Team of the Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education
(OBBE) began development of this handbbok in January, 1980.

It went

through several drafts and was reviewed by teachers, linguists, and

members of the language group community before publication. Every
effort has been made to create a handbook uscful to bilingual educa-

tors as well as to teachers and administrators holdiny other responsibilities for the education of Asian and minority groups.

An ad hoc committee representing 13 Asian and other minority
language groups identified five key areas where information would be
useful to "school districts. Each of the handbooks has been developed
along .these areas. The first sections of the handbook are designed
to ,provide a general understanding ot the social and educational
background of the language group and of its history of immigration to
the United States. The final sections on linguistics and program development are designed fer bilingual educators who are designing appropriate curriculum and instruction for LEP students. The appendi-

ces provide a variety of available resources for the education of
students of the language group.

In spite of extensive work done by rawly individuals, this handbook should be regarded as a first afition. As time and resources
permit, efforts will be made to refine it.
R is difficult in one
volume to depict the uniqueness and heterogeneity that_ characterize
the tanguage group. The reader should I-ecognize that any language
group is complex and diverse, with individual members and generations

(
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having a variety of needs and characteristics based on different experiences in America and in their native countries.
This handbook has been developed in coordination with several
other documents published by the OBBE. As stated, the research and
4 evaluation information pre.sented in the Theoretical Framework forMs

the,basis for the theoretjcal and philosophical as well as the peda-

gogical positions la-ken in the Asian an
.......'
.>

-
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minority language handbooks.

This handbook repres ents an initial attempt to generally describe the needs and characteristics of the lanbuage giinority groups.
1

Much more research and developmental work needs to be done by all who

are responsible for ensuring the successful adjustment to America by
the Asian and minority language groups.

1

Guillermo Lopez, Chief
Office of Bilingual
Bicultural Education
,

.1.
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NOTE -TO READERS

This handbook is divided into five sections.

Each section is

0
designed for administrators, teachers, and other instructional
personnel.
The following lists some of the potential uses for .these

sections.
.8.

Overview of the Language Group

Developing positive attitudes toward the language group by un-,
derstanding general factors related to the group's experience in
California.

Developing continuity in the immigrating students' education by
realizing various aspects of their socioeducational experiences
in the native country.
..

.
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Improving parent and community partici..iion by knowing more
about the group's attikudes toward schooling.

Developing staff recruitment strategies by understanding the
educational background of the immigratintg adults.

Histofical ahd Sociocultural Factors Concerning the Language Group

Developing effective curricular and instructional approaches by
understanding how education in the native country deals with
literacy and language arts.

Improving English instruction by understanding what contact, if
any, students ,have had with English in the native country.
c.

Promoting native language development by knowing how the native

language is reinforced in the home and community in California.
Linguistic Characteristics of the Language
Creating native language development activities by knowing more
about the linguistic aspects of the language.

Improving English language instruction by understanding some of
the similarities and differences between English and the native
language.

...

1

xii

Recommended Instructional and Curricular Strategies for Language
Development,

efr

Improving native, language and English instru;tion by better understanding the theoretical bases for bilingual instruction.
A

Improving native language instruction in the United States by
knowing how the native language is taught in the native coun-%

try.

Improving native language and English instruction by realizing
how to manage the student's contact in the United States with
both languages in the school and community.
Improving academic performance by understanding the role of the
native language in formal schooling contexts.
Appendices

Selecting materials necessary ,for language arts and other cur.* r'cular areas.
Developing constructive relationships with community organizations and media services related to curriculum and instruction.

Creating liaisons with other districts in California by knowing
where, students of the language group are concentrated.
Using terms that are associated with the language group and educational services to support it.
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OVERVIEW OF THE VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE GROUP

History of Immigration
When did immicration to the United States begin? When'did,immigradon to California begin? What was the pattern of immigration to
California?

Vietnamese immigration to the United States is recent. Before
1975, there were very few Vietnamese living in the United States. To
most Vietnamese the United States was a distant and unknown country.

They were deeply attached to their native soil and did not want to
settle overseas.

Those adventurous enough to seek a new life abroad

were often not permitted to emigrate. It was also very difficult to
obtain an immigrant visa to this country.

In April, 1975, when South Vietnam was about to fall to North
Vietnam, hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese fled the country. About
150,000 Vietnamese were evacuated by the American armed forces and
brought to the United States. This was the first wave of Vietnamese
immigration to this country. These refugees consisted mainly of remnants of the Vietnamese armed forces, high-ranking Saigon government
officials, United States government employees, and professionals such
as physicians, attorneys, engineers, and teachers. As they belonged
to ele upper and middle classes, the children of the first wave of

Vietnamese immigrants generally had good educational backgrounds.
Thew formal education in Vietnam put great. emphasis on academic sub-

jects and, at the high school level, on foreign language instruction,
usually English and French.

Since the communist takeover of South Vietnam, the harsh policies of the new regime have forced hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese to flee the country. Many took to sea in small boats, wandering

at the mercy of the elements, starvation, thirst, and pirates.

Some

40 percent of the "boat people" perished at sea. Those who survived
experienced much hardship, frustrdtion, and humiliation before they
were given temporary asylum in such countries as Thailand, Malaysia,
or Indonesia. A substantial number of boat people were fortunate
enough to enter the United States in a second wave of Vietnamese immigration which continues to this date.

1

1

During the period of mid-1978 to the end of 1979, when the government expelled Chinese ethnic people from Vietnam, Vietnamese immi-

gration consisted mostly of civilians and Vietnamese of Chinese descent who were bilingual in Vietnamese and Cantonese. Since 1980,
most immigrants have been Vietnam-se speakers coming not only from
South Vietnam but also from North Vietnam.

1"
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Second-wave refugees belong primarily to the lower socio-. ecoIn general, Vietnamese children of the second wave of
immigrants have had little or no education and lack basic skills.
nomic class.

Those who have had some education have been without adequate school-

ing since April, 19M. Most of these students are non-English proficient; many are illiterate in their own language.
California has become the permanent home of a great number of
Vietnamese immigrants who were attracted to the mild climate, its
large population of Asian descent, and opportunities for employment.
Another reason for the high concentration of Vietnamese in California
is that first-wave refugees usually sponsor second-wave refugees.
How many Vietnamese-speaking people have immigrated to the United
States? How many have immigrated to California? Where are they
principally located?

As of August, 1982, the total number of Vietnamese living in the
United States was estimated at about 525,000.
California is the
state with the largest concentration of Vietnamese, followed by Texas
and Florida. Vietnamese reside throughout the country, even in
United States territories such as Guam. About 260,100 Vietnamese
live in California, with large concentrations in San Francisco, San
Jose, and Sacramento in the North and in Los Angeles, Orange County,
and San Diego in the South.

What are some of the reasons for this immigration?
The first wave of Vietnamese immigrants were motivated, general-

ly, by the desire to escape political persecution. They feared repression and retaliation by the new regime and the loss of basic
freedoms, especially the freedom to own property and worship. Harsh
realities of life under the new regime such as "re-education camps,".
"new economic zones," political indoctrination, and economic depression prompted the second wave of Vietnamese immigration. They hoped
to find a free and decent life for themselves and their children.
Education in Vietnam

What is the depth and quality of the education that Vietnamese immigrant students have received in Vietnam?

In Vietnam, in recent years, the school day was on double session because of insufficient facilities, teachers, and the tremendously large schocil population. Elementary schools started at 7:30

a.m. and ended at 11:30 a.m.; the afternoon shift started at

1:00

p.m. and ended at 5:00 p.m. At secondary schools, the morning shift
lasted four hours and the afternoon shift lasted three hours.

Vietnamese-Speaking Students
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Since 1975, class size, in theory, has been 50 students; but, in
practice, class size may be much larger due to inadequate building
facilities and teacher shortages. Classroom enrollments 'at elementary schools ranged from 30 to 60 students per room. The 30-student
class size was established only at a small number of private schools,
which demanded high fees and tuitions.

Second..ry public schools have

had enrollments of 50 to 60 students. Class size at private schools
varied from 50 to 80 students. Before 1976, private schools in large

These schools
Some schools enrolled as many as

cities played a very important role in education.
served mostly secondary students.
7,000 to 10,000 students.

Measurement of academic achievement was obtained by both official and unofficial examinations. Unofficial exams included semester
exams or tests administered by the school. Official exams, known as
the Baccalureate Exams, were high school graduation exams held riationally on an annual basis. Failure on this exam meant a closed
door to higher education.
Admission to elementary and secondary schools was based on the
age and educational background of the student. Private schools tend-

ed to be more flexible than public schools. Most public schools

in

large cities demanded strict age requirements and high academic performance. In private schools, class-level placement was determined
by the student's level of knowledge, not by age. As a result,
seventeen-year-olds might be found in grades six through eleven in
provincial and rural schools.
Most students walked to school in Vietnam. Very few students
traveled by public bus, but a great number rode bicycls or motorcycles. Parents furnished school supplies, books, and transportation
money.

In both North and South Vietnam before 1975, primary education

was compulsory, in principle, for all children from age five through
Upon completion of elementary
the five primary school grades.
were e;pected to read simple texts; write short deschooi,
scriptive compositions, know the four mathematical operationr and
some fractions, and have basic notions of civics, physks, and personal health care.

Some schools had physical education classes, but

usually there were neither facilities nor personnel to offer sports
programs.

In war-affected rural areas, many children did not complete the
required program. They barely knew how to read and write and lacked
a sound academic background for high school.

The high school curriculum in South Vietnam before the fall of
Sa1gon in 1975, emphasized academic subjects at the expense of extra-

curricular activities such as sports. Vocational training was limited to a few big cities with technical or fine arts schools.

4
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In communist-controlled areas during the war years, and all over
the country since the communist takeover, indoctrination activities
have been stressed. At primary and secondary schools, under both

communist and non-communist regimes, Vietnamese students are unfamil-

iar with writing term papers, although they are commonly avid read-

ers.

Those Vietnamese students who have entered the United States
since 1975 can be exPected to have rather poor academic backgrounds
for their ages, resulting from various changes--political, economic,
social, and educational--that have beset Vietnam.
What _proportion of

the California immigrants are trained and/or
experienced teachers in elementary and secondary education?

According to one recen study (California State Department of
Education, 1982), school distrit reported the employment of 65 bilingual Vietnamese teachers and 513 bilingual aides. Only 16 of the
bilingual teachers were actually working in Vietnamege/English bilingual classrooms. It was estimated that at least 124 additional bilingual Vietnamese teachers were needed to meet state bilingual education requirements.

It is believed that about 1.3 percent of all Vietnamese immi-

grants were schoolteachers in their homeland. Informal reports from
school districts, indicate that most vacancies for Vietnamese-speaking
teachers are being filled by individuals who were educators in Viet-

nam.,

How do parents view the role of education?
relative importance of education?

How do they rate the

Vietnamese parents value education. They see it as a means to
prepare for life and to train a child to become a complete person, a

person of knowledge and manners. They vegard illiteracy as shameful.
When parents talk to each other about their children, the most common
topic is education: what grade levels they are in and how well they
perform academically. Vietnamese esteem intellectuals. Parents, especially the educated, would like their children to become intellecr,
tual professionals. They believe that better education and higher
university degrees mean better opportunities for social advancement
and employment.

Education, as conceived by Vietnamese parents, means more than
the acquisition' of mere academic knowledge. It should also provide
moral guidance. The student is supposed to be taught social proprietY for proper behavior at home, school, and in the community. By
proper behavior, it is understood that the child is expected to show
respect for, and raUonal obedience to, parents, teachers, and elder-

,
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ly persons, to behave reasonably vis-d-vis siblings and peers; and to
behave acceptably in the community. Vietnamese parents expect an
all around education for their children. Their deepest aspirations
have always been to see their offspr ing grow up to be well-educated
and of high moral standards. A good education and an elevated sense
of ethics rank above all other social values and considerations.
c;
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What are the attitudes of Vietnamese aaults and parents toward
involvPment in the public education of Vietnamese students?

Vietnamese adults value and enthusiastically support public edu-

cation over any other public service for ti;eir children. Parents believe that education determines their children's future and see the
school as an effective agent for preparing their children for life.
However, Vietnamese parents' attitude toward involvement in public
education appears passive to most teachers and administrators. Very
few parents join parent advisory committees and even fewer partici-

pate in school activity programs. They are often reluctant to voice
their concerns and discuss educational issues with teachers and administrators.

A

Three factors are thought to account for this attitude. First,
many Vietnamese parents believe that educational matters should be
lef: to teachers and administrators, whO, in their opinion, are pro-

fessionals in educational practice and management:" Second, Vietnamese parents, as recent immigrants to the Un..ed States, are primarily
concerned with economic survival. Third, parents face a language
barrier with English-speaking school personnel.

In order to get parents involved in public education,,the school
district personnel should develop and carry out a community liaison
The plan should concentrate its efforts on the following
plan.
tasks:

I. Informing parents of their children's school program, its goals,
and activities;

2.

Convincing parents that their involvement is necessary to
achieve the quality_education they want for their children;

3.

Encouraging parents to:express their views regarding their chil-

=

dren's education;
ww

4.

Maintaining freejuent contacts and occasional visits with parents;

5.

Offering parents services such as helping them prepare for United States citizenship and giving orientations to life in the
,
United States;

6.

Including parents on advisory committees;

.
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7.

Encouraging students to ask their parents to participate in
school activities and programs;
1

_

8.

Promoting home activities between parents and s,tudents that bet-

ter prepare children for school studies;
9.

Explaining the role of Vietnamese in the educational development
of Vietnamese-speaking students; and

10.

Describing the process of English language acquisition to parents.

1

,

'

..ra

HISTORICAL IND SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS CONCERNING
THE VIETNAMESE LANGUAG2

Factors in Vietnam

What is the literacy rate in Vietnam?

Currently, little information IS available on the literacy rate
in Vietnam, however, the literacy rate in South Vietnam is reported
at 75 percent (Overseas Development Covncil, 1980). According to
some Vietnamese educators, children are'considered literate at about
the third-grade level in Vietnam. At that time, they re able to
read simple texts, take dictation, and write simple desc ptions in 4
Vietnamese.

What are the attitudes in Vietnam toward literacy 'skills?

a,

..

The Vietnamese highly respect learning in general and literate
people in particular. This ii evidenced in the educational system
that has been maintained, a system emphasizing academic ,subjects.
Another indicator of the importance placed upon literacy is the extent to ,which reading is a favorite pastime among the working class
VietnameSp as well as those Of higher economic status. Here in America, the Vietnamese people continue to demonstrate this awareness of

the need for highly develond iiteracy skills.
,

"-

,

When are students taught to read and'write Vietnamese? What do
students read for enjoyMent? How do students use writing skills?
is

Vietnamese students are taught to read in the first grade. This
preceded by familiarization with the alphabet in kindergarten.

The choice of reading matter selected by Vietnamese cHiJdren depends
on their grade and age. Fairy tales, folk tales, anci books especially written for children are most generally chosen by elementary
school students. ' High school students usually select novels, short

stories, and poetry.
a popular topic.

Currently, the Kung Fu style of !martial arts is

Students use their writing skill to make handwritten magazines,
copy poetry for reading, or compose poems for cltissmdtes and/or
teachers.

Students also exchange notebooks in which they write "best

wishes" or express their feelings as a token of friendship just be-

fore summer/vacation. Writing skills are emphasized in examinations.
Throughout much of the educational system, essay examinations are
used. Also, certain jobs, especially with the government, regvire
well-developed writing and composition skills.
,

.
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What are the attitudes in Vietnam toward well-developed oral skills
in Vietnamese?
development?

How does the school system deal with oral language

Up until 1965, students at junior and senior high levels in
Vietnamese schools were required to take oral examinations at the end
of the year, however, the overwhelming number of candidates forced
this practice to be eliminated, although the examinations were still

considered important.
It was simply logistieally impossible to accommodate the 200,000 or more students eligible for the exam.

Oral skills in the Vietnamese child's own language are stressed
at an early age, especially in the home where parents and grandparents usually tell or read stories, recite poetry, and discuss cultural traditions common to Vietnamese home life.
Oral training often
placed great emphasis on auditory discrimination between certain
sounds. Illiterate Vietnamese from some areas of the north would
substitute /t/ for
(con trOtt pronounced as con "tall"), /n/ for
/1/ ((im tang pronounced as tam nang) , and /t'/ for (V (cam sao pronounced as nate thao). Substitutions are also common with such sounds
as /t/ ( con trasu pronounced as con chat) and kV (ng6i sao pronounced
as ngiii xao).
When do students in Vietnam begin to learn English?
goals of English education in Vietnam?

What are the

Vietnamese children do not study foreign languages at the elementary level. Upon entering junior high school, students select (as
a mandatory sUbject) one foreign language, usually English or French.
They study this language for seven years. After completion of middle
school,

liberal arts majors are required to study a second foreign

language until gP.aduation.

Most V;etnamese high school students se-

lect English, which is the recognized "international" language widely
used in science and business.

Learning English provides students with a broader knowledge of

other peoples in terms of language, cuRure, and civilizationand

enables them to read English literature upon entering the univeriity.
Consequently, more emphasis is placed on reading comprehension and

writing skills than on listening and speaking abilities.

By the time
they graduate, from high school, Vietnamese students are able to read
and understand simple texts in English, although they cannot communicate well orally.
Due to the presence of large numbers of American troops and ci-

vilians during the years of the United States' involvemenloin Vietnam, and also because of Vietnaits diplomatic relations 'With other
English-speaking countries, English education met the needs of international diplomacy. Casual observations of Vietnamese twelfth grad-

ers who studied English a's an initial foreign language showed that a
high percent of science and math majors had a large English vocabu-
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lary and had mastered basic Enchish structures for reading and writing. Those twelfth graders whe,se major was Language and Literature,
were expected to mastee prp...tically all English structures and to
write descriptive, narrative, and expository compositions.
In what spheres or domains is English used in Vietnam?

During 19614-1975, the Vietnamese used English increasingly in
military, diplomatic, business, and educational spheres. The Vietnam
war necessitated English communication between South Vietnam and its
allied troops, both in their military activities and in other daily
contacts. In the field of foreign affairs, English was a vehicle of

communicatior with ,most of the nations that had diplomatic relations
with South Vietnam. English was also a language of business in South
Vietnam, which traded with foreign companies and corporations. Its

most exfensive use was in education, with English curricula prescribed for high schools, universities, and English schools. This

enabled many Vietnamese intellectuals to read newspapers and magazines such as the Saigon Post, Newsweek, and Time.

Factors in California
Within the Vietnamese community, where might students have contact
with English before and/or outside their school experience?
Many Vietnamese students are exposed to English within the community.
Preschool-age children hear English within the family if

their older siblings bring home the English ,they learn at school. A
number of parents teach English to their preschool children and tutor
their school-age children. Vietnamese children are exposed to English in their daily contact with English-speaking children in the
neighborhood, recr6tional areas, places of worship, and shopping
centers. Radio and television shows bring Vietnamese students into
constant contact with the English language.

What ki tds of systems do Vietnamese use in their communities to
deve'op children's Vietnamese language skills?

institutions involved in this effort?

How are Vietnamese

With their deep concern, Vietnamese communities have initiated
different programs to help children develop and maintain their native
language skills. Weekly radio broadcasts (e.g., FM 107 in Los Angeles) last from 30 minutes to one hour and are aimed both at information and language development.
Publications, including instructional books, stories, novels, newspapers, and magazines, contribute
considerably to the development of the Vietnamese language skills
(see Appendices).

Vietnamese instructional programs, usually commu-

1)..
.... Li
,
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nity sponsored, provide lessons in readin
uals or small groups.

and writing for individ-

In which community sectors Is Vietnamese used?

Unlike most other immigrant groups present in the United States
for several generations, almost all Vietnumese are first-generation
immigrants. "They have been striving hard to acquire English and ad-

just to the Amerkan cultural en dronment, but English is their sec-

ond language. They continue to use Vietnamese for communication
among themselves when the situation does not require English.
Vietnamese is the main language of communication in business or
community meetings among ,Vietnamese immigrants. In areas where there

are large concentrations of Vietnamese--for example, Los Angeles,
Orange County, San Francisco, and San Jose--special religious services (of ,the Buddhist, Catholic, and Protestant churches) are conducted in Vietnamese. Periodicals, magazines, and books published in
Vietnamese are thriving, especially in California.

The will to preserve the Vietnamese language is as.strong as the
desire to master English to perfection. Since Vietnamese instruction
is not commonly available in public schools, some Vietnamese communities, in Orange County, Los Angeles, and.San Jqse in particular, have
organized special classes on Saturdays for this purpose.

These

classes are conthicted by volunteers, usually parents or college students. In these classes, Vietnamese children are taught ta read and
write Vietnamese. In addition, Vietnamese history and ,some other
stibjects such as mathematics and sdence are also taught, using Viet/narnese as the medium of instruction. But, be-..ause of limited resources, these efforts often do not meet the total needs of Vietnamese children. Vietnamese parents are very anxious to see'school discricts provide their children with bilingual education programs that
will meet their unique needs and at the same time help them enter the
mainstream of American society.

e.
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To what family of languages does Vietnamese belong? What other Ianguages have a similar grammar, syntax, and phonology?

Like the ethnic origin of the Vietnamese people,' the genetic relationship of the N.Ietnamese language is still a matter of controversy. There are,several theoriesZon the genetic relationship of Vietnamese, but none is supported by conclusive research .eviderr:e based
on a comprehensive comparative analysis of phonological, grammStIcal,
and lexical structures of Vietnamese and other Asian languages. The

oldest and the least plausible theory is that -Viethamese belongs to
the SinolTibetan language family. This is based on the t'one system
commonly shared by Vietnamese and Chinese and the high ISercentage of

Chinese loan words in the Vietnamese lexibon. A French linguist
(Maspero, 1952) maintains that Vietnamese belongs to the' 'Thai family
Another French Scholar
whose members are .all tone languages.
(Przyluski, 1924) believes that Vietnamese is a member of the Mon

Khmer family whose members are not tone languaws and ar,e characterized by the use of infixes and prefixes as grammatical devices. This
theory was supported by Haudrialurt (1942) and Pittman et al. (1977).
A Vietnamese writer (Binh, 1974contends that Vietnamese is a member
of the Malayo-Polynesian family. Recerrt research puts Vietnamese and
its sister language, Muong (spoken in the midlands of Nontn and Cen-

tral Vietnam), in the large Austrd'as.jatic family.

This family also

inclirc es Mon- Khmer languages, represeneed by Mon, spoken in Burrna and
Khmer, ,

the lant, iage of Cambodia or Kampuchea.

Vietnamese is a language that Is not .r.rutbally Intelligible with
any other language. There are, however, certain linguistic features

\

that are superficially similar to those of some other languages.

From the phonological point of view, Vietnamese is a tone language as
are Thai and'Chinese. In Vietnamese, most words can be pronounced
with different tones to express different meanings. Like Thai, Lao,
ancl Chihose, Vietnamese is a monosyllabic language. In this case,
"rrbnosyllAic"
does not mean that- .Vietnamese consists uniquely of
).-on,e-syllable words. Polysyllabic words exist in Vietnamese just as
there e..e one-syllable words in French and English that are considered porysyTlabic languages. Monosyliabism is recognized by the articulatory manner of syllables in connected speech. In a monosyllabic language, the syllables are articulated as independent units.
There may be open junctures bttween syllables, even between syllables
of a polnyllab)c word (e.g., iftni-Udi is pronounced /dr.tyi + wag/ and
not Idwi-141),1/1.

In

a polysyllabic language, different syllables of

the same word.are pronounced as one unit. Pauses between syllables
belonging to the same word are not permitted because they will render
the word unintelligible (e.g.,/ "table" is proonunced Iteibll not /lei
+ h1/).
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From the morphological point of view, Vietnamese is an isolating
language as are Thai, Chinese, and Lao. Vietnamese words do not
change their morphology to express grammatical categories such as
gender, number, tense, case, or mood. Since words are invariable,
there. are no prefixes, suffixes, or conjugation in Vietnamese. In
syntax, Vietnamese is more similar to Thai, Lao, or Malay than to
Chinese. The order of words in structure of modification and possessive relationships in Vietnamese is quite different from the order of
words in those structures in Chinese. Vietnamese word order is more
similar to Thai, Lao, or Malay than to Chinese. In a structure of
modification, the modifying adjective (or noun) usually follows the
modified element: "house + white" instead of "white + house" and
"mountain + fire" for "volcan0." Likewise, the possessive relationship is expressed by the owner or possessor' following the thing possessed: "car + I" for "my car" and "car + uncle + I" for "my uncle's
car."

From the lexical point of view, Vietnamese contains a substantial number of words borrowed from Cambodian, Malay, Thai, and Chinese. Chinese provides a high percentage of loan words to Vietnamese.

In spite of certain similarities with some ether
languages.,
Vietnamese is a separate language whose linguistic system differs
from those of lndo-Europaan languages as well as from those of other
Asian languages. Additional research is still needed to enable us to
come to a conclusive theory of the genetic origins of Vietnamese'.

What is the distribution of language and dialects in Vietnam?

Which dialects or varieties are mutually unintelligible? Except
for ethnic minorities living in the highlands, all Vietnamese speak

the same language. This language, Vietnamese, is spoken by about 45
million people. Outside Vietnam, Vietnamese is spoken by about one
million Vietnamese immigrants living in different parts of the world,
especially the United States, France, Canada, and Australia.

What social conflicts have resulted from competing dialects or
Vietnamese is diversified into regional dialects or varieties (the term "dialect" is used here in its scientific form devoid
languages?

of any derogatory connotation), which differ from one another both
phonologically and lexically.
These differences do not, however,
prevent Vietnamese people from understanding one another. The situation is comparable to Engiish, which has British, American, Australian, 'and Canadian varieties.
dialects or varieties have implications for instruction?
result of the historical, political, and social evolution of
Vietnamese socjety during the last few centuries, Vietnamese does not
What

As

a
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have a standard prestige dialect that is consider,ed the national IangUage to be used in social intercourse and taught at school at the
expense of other dialects (as is the case of PariSian French or CasIt is commonly said that Vietnamese consists of
tilian Spanish).
three main regional dialects. Northern, Central, and outhern diaPhonological differences between these dialec

lects.

are so marked

is possible to
(differences in vowels, consonants, and tones) thal,
identify the speaker as belonging to the Northern, Central, or Southern part of the country. These three main regional dialects are, in
fact, generalizations, for within each dialect there are several subdialects.

None of these dialects claims the status of a national language,
and speakers of each dialect do not attempt to force speakers of oth-

er dialects to conform to their own linguistic standards. However,
often subconsciously but sometimes overtly, speakers of one dialect
of Vietnamese consider other dialects unnatural, quaint, or even
"provincial."
The acceptance of Janguage varieties in Vietnamese is a matter
The language taught in the classroom is the teacher's dialect. Althought teachers and students may not use the same dialect,
generally there is no communication problem and no conflict because

of fact.

each will use and preserve hts or her own dialect while trying to
adjust to the dialect of the others.

What specific grammatical, syntactical, and phonological characteristics make Vietnamese different from English?
Phonology.

Phonologically,

Vietnamese is a monosyllabic and

tonal language in contrast to the polysyllabic and intonational nature of English. Tone is different from intonation. The former consists of pitch changes within a word that affects its lexical meaning, the latter, refers to pitch changes within a sentence (that may
consist of only one word) .

Intonation can change only the grammati-

cal or attitudinal value of a sentence but cannot change the lexical
meaning of its constituent Words (compare English 'Wes" with a
falling tone expressing straightforward agreement aucl "yes" with a
falling-rising tone expressing agreement with some reservation and Co
meaning "to have" and Co'meaning "grass"). Besides pitch, other phonetic features contribute to the making of intonation such as stress,

juncture, or syllable duration.
The three main factors in a Vietnamese tone are pitch hdight,
pitch contour, and glottal stricture. Tones are not uniform in the
three main dialects of Vietnamese. While the Northern dialect has
six tones, the Central and Southern dialects have only five. In some
dialects, there are only four tones. The same tone phoneme (or to-

Li
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neme) may have markedly different phonetic characteristics in different dialects. T h e six-tone phonemes in Vietnamese are:
1.

The level tone (thanh killing). This tone is character-

ized biy its static nature.

The pitch is high in the

Northern and Southern dialects and medium in the Cen-

.

tral dialect.
2.

Examples:

ma

(ghost) and /a (shout).

breathy falling tone (thanh huyen). This tone is
also characterized by pitch change. It starts from a
medium level and ends at a relatively lower level.
The

Examples: ma (but) and la (to be).
3.

falling-rising tone (thanh hji). This tone is
characterized by pitch change and glottal stricture.
It starts from a medium level, then drops rather abruptly and finally rises to a higher level. This
The

tone is characteristic of the Northern dialect.
Examples: md (tomb) and a in qt iS (exhausted).

4.

creaky rising tone (thanh na). This tone is also characterized by pitch change and glottal stricture. It starts at a medium level and ends at a relatively higher level. In the Southern dialect, the
glottal stricture is less pronounced than in other
The

dialects. Examples: mat (horse: oa Sino-Vietnamese
bound morpheme) and iti in ntldc la (plain water).

low falling tone (thanh nling). This tone is
characterized by pitch change. It starts at a low
level and ends at a lower level. In the Norther dialect, there is a glottal stricture that does not occur in the other dialects. Examples: mc (young rice
plant) eat /a (stranger).

S.

The

6.

The breathy rising tone (thanh dc). This tone is
characteriied by pitch change. It starts, at a high
"or medium level and glides upward to a higher level.
Examples: ma' (cheek) and iii (leaf).

Because of tones, intonation has a limited role in Vietnamese.'
The affirmative sentence is usually associated with a sustained or
falling intonation contour, while the rising intonation contour is
usually indicative of the interrogative sentenre.
This contrasts
with English in which the same sentence type may have different intonation patterns to express a speaker's different attitudes.
Stress does not have any phonemic value in Vietnamese. Unlike
tone, stress cannot change the lexical or grammatical value of words.
Of course, different words in a sentence and, for polysyllabic words,
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different syllables receive different degrees of stress.
However,
the meaning of words will not be affected if stress is modified.
Stress has only a phonetic value in Vietnamese. It does not consti-

tute a class of phonemes in Vietnamese as it does in English in which
the change of stress may change or distort a word's meaning and affect its intelligibility. Generally speaking, Vietnamese has 34 segmental phonemes consisting of vowels, semivowels, and consonants.
The number and nature of these phonemes vary slightly from one dialect 'to another.

There are 11 vowels existing in almost all Vietnamese dialects.
These include four front vowels, which are all unrounded, five back
vowels, three of which are rounded and two unrounded, and two central
vowels, which are unrounded. [Note. the phonetic notation used here
is

a slightly modified version of the International Phonetic Alphabet

(IPA).1

Front Vowels

Back Vowels

/1/ in bi (marbles)

lel in le (pear)

141 in nghe (to hear)

/a/ in ba (three)

/u/ in ngu (stupid)
lol in kh6" (dry)
/0/ in to (big)
/w/ in thtt (letter)

le

in md (dream)

Central Vowels
/e/ in mtliig (bamboo shoot)
/A/ in chin (citizen)
The Vietnamese vowel system is diagrammed in Table A (see Appendix
6) .

Except for central vowels, which cannot occur in the final position and as independent units, all Vietnamese vowels can occur initially, medially, or as independent meaningful units with any of the

They can occur in clusters to form diphthongs and triphIn those clusters, one or two of the vowels will have a
glide quality characteristic of the semivowels. Vietnamese is rich
tones.

thongs.

in diphthongs and triphthongs. There are 25 diphthongs (both of the
closing and widening types) and 7 triphthongs.

Vietnamese has 23 consonants. Consonants present less uniformity among the dialects than vowels. Certain consonants exist in one
dialect as a separate phoneme but not in some others. All Vietnamese
consonants [except the allophone kip)) occur in the initial positron,
but few consonants occur in the fffial position. There are only ten
final consonants in Vietnamese
t, k, c, kp, m, n,
,
.
In contrast with EngHsh, Vietnamese consonants do not occur in clus-

fl
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ters, whether initially or finally)

For a complete description of

Vietnamese consonants, see Tables B and C (Appendix 6).

Morphology and Syntax. Unlike English, Vietnamese is an uninfleeted language. Vietnamese words do not change their forms to express grammatical categories by way of suffixes. When necessary,

grammatreal meaning is expressed by function words.
In English,
choice must be made between the singuIar and plural form of words ("z.
horse" versus "horses"). In Vietnamese, the form of the word does
not reflect any number. The concept of number is expressed,by ;unction words. The form of the word ngtia (horse) remains unchanged in
the following sentences: TOi thich .ngda.
(I like hul seb.
This
refers to horses in general, as a category of animals with no idea of
one or more than one unit.) Toi c4 m6't con ngda. (I have a horse.
One unit.) TOi nudi nhieu ngda ldm. (I raise many horses. More
than one unit.)

Tense is another necessary grammatical category in English in
which the verb form expresses the contrast between past and present
tenses. In Vietnamese, the same verb is used for present, past, and
future actions. The time of the action expressed by the verb is inferred from the context or expressed by function words. In the following examples, the form of the verb ncli (speak) remains unchanged.
Nd n6i Ong Phdp
thOng thqo.
3

rtt

o
Hot.1.no
d Phap thi no noiI.
o

tteng Phdp.

(He speaks French very

fluently.)

(He spoke French when he lived
in France.)

N6 dang
tieng Philp vji
Ong Dupont.

(He is speaking French with
Mr. Dupont.)

N6 se not tieng Ph6p vao
ad& nigh hoc nay.

(He will speak French at the
end of the school year.)

Superficially, it appears that in Vietnamese each morpheme is a
word and each word is a morpheme consisting of one syllable only. A
cursory examination of the Vietnamese language proves that this is
not always so, Although a great nuynber of words consist of one monosyllabic morpheme, there are other words having more than one mor-

pheme and more than one syllable as illustrated by the following
examples:

1Here we refer to consonant sounds.

In Vietnamese writing, there
care clusters of consonant letters such as "eh, ph, ng, ngh," etc.,
but all these clusters represent single sounds.
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me (mother) one morpheme, one syllable

dildi-do'i (gorilla) one morpheme, two syllables
gia-di'ith (family) two morphemes, both bound; two
syllables

tdu thtly (ship) two morphemes, one free, one bound

mit Oa (volcano) two morphemes, both free

Another feature that distingl.ishes Vietnamese from Indo-European
languages, of which English is F. member, is that the form of a word
in Vietnamese does not assign it to a definite part of speech. A
word can be a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb, according to the position it occupies in the sentence and/or the words accompanying
it.2
The following examples will illustrate this characteristic of
Vietnamese words:

ng6 s6m. (I go to bed early.)
GiA'c nga

death.)

Nga is a verb.

hinh-anh dm ski ch'at. (Sleep is the image of

Nei is a noun.

Ngdoi hoc tra gai. (a good student)
tive.
NO hot giSi /gm.
adverb.

Gii is an adjec-

(He/she sings very well.)

GiSi is an

A special kind of function word, the classifier, whose function
has often been defined as "to classify a noun as belonging to a certain category according to the shape, size, and nature of the object
it represents," is used to identify the class of nouns. The word ng&
in the previous examples may be a noun or a verb when taken in isolation but when it is preceded by the classifier giac, it is clearly
marked as a noun. Classifiers are used to particularize and concretize a word which, without them, would express a general and abstract
concept:
Unlike Indo-European languages, Vietnamese relies almost entire-

ly on syntax for expressing grammatical relationships and meaning.

2Some words in English behave in a similar way. Take, for instance, the word "mail" in such contexts as "Mail this letter for
me" and "It's in the mail." However, the forms "mail/mailed/mailing" and "mail/mails" will shoW the part of speech to which the word
belongs. Moreover, cases like these are less common In English than
in VietnaMese.

:3 3
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The two syntactio devices mainly used in Vietnamese are word urder
and function words. Since Vietnamese words are invariable, there is
-no inflection, concord, or agreement. Intonation does not play any
grammatical role in Vietnamese, but word order is very important. A
sentence will completely change its meaning or become meaningless if
we change its word order. Because words are invariable, they can occupy almost any positio.1 in the sentence, changing the sentence's
meaning in each position. Unlike English, in a Vietnamese structure
of modification, the head usually precedes the modifier. Function
words are words drained of their semantic content and used to express
grammatical functions and meaning. The concepts of tense, aspect,
voice, number, negation, interrogation, imperative, and exclamation
are all expressed by function words.
In Vietnamese, the affirmative statement has the same word order
English equivalent, th,at is, "actor-action-recipient of action" of the type: Chó
tre em. (Dogs bite children.) But, unas

its

like English, inversion of ,he subject never occurs in a Vietnamese

negative or interrogative santence. Negative and interrogative sentences in Vietnamese are marked by function words without the help of
auxiliary verbs as in English. Imperative and exclamative structures
are also expressed by function words. It is interesting to note that
answers to negative questions in Vietnamese differ from those in English. In VietnaMese, an affirmative reply to a negative question has
a negative meaning.

Lexicon-. Vietnamese lexicon consists of a substratum of naUve
words and a large number of words borrowed from foreign languages,
mainly Chines and French. A distinguishing characteristic of Vietnamese vocabulary is words having a general meaning from which compound words are created to denote more specific meanings. This is
more often preferred to creating separate words with specific meanings. The word tti, for instance, is very general in meaning, denot-

ing any kind of container of any size, shape, m4erial, or use. From
tit compound words are coined:

ttl scich (bookcase), td cro (closet or

wardrobe), ta tra (cupboard), tA hang (shop window), td sd't (safe),
tui 401 (refrigerator), etc. When no precision is needed, the word
td is used; when a specific meaning is necessary, one of those cpm-

pounds will be selected.

This does not mean that Vietnamese ignores

the creation of separate specific words to express specific ideas,

although this device seems to be less popular than the compound (speThe English word "carry," which is general in meaning,
corresponds to a dozen different words in Vietnamese, each denoting a
different way of "carrying" such as: mang (on the shoulder or on the
body), ganh (on the shoulder with a pole balancing two burdens), ang

cific) word.

(on the back), .6m (in the arms), d'Qi (on the head), and tfm (in the
arms with special care).
Another distinctive feature of Vietnamese vocabulary is the
creation of words by reduplication. A single morpheme is duplicated

to become a new word expressing a meaning somewhat different from the

o
-.

,
-

..
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original morpheme in denotation or connotation. The original morpheme can be reduplicated with or without phonological change. Following are a few examples of reduplication to Vietnamese:

From xanh (blue) derives the reduplicated form xanh xanh
(bluish) with no phonological change.

.

From rA (not clear) derives the reduplicated form m(.3-mit (vague,
uncertain, dark). The morpheme md undergoes phonological
change, both in sound and tone.

Other devices of word formation such as shortening, blending, or
acronym are not popular in Vietnamese. On the contrary, Vietnamese
has freely borrowed.materials from,other languages to coin new words.
Certain loan words have become se completely assimilated to the language that they appear to the layman as purely Vietnamese words. The
main devices of borrowing are loan words, lean morphemes, and loan
translation. A word existing in a foreign language may be introduced
into Vietnamese words. Foreign sounds are replaced by Vietnamese

sounds, 'tones will be added, and syllable structures simpHfied.

A

word such as xd-phông (soap) is borrowed from French savon. The word
khat (to report what has been seen or heard) is borrowed from Chinese
FA(open, inaugurate, bloom).

A morpheme in a foreign language may be borrowed to coin a new
word in Vietnamese. This loan morpheme may be combined with a Vietnamese morpheme or a morpheme in a foreign language. In the word
triu-thay (ship), the morpheme tau is Vietnamese, but the morpheme

thay is borrowed from the Chinese A(

.

Oc-xy-htia consists of a

xy (oxygene. oxygen) and a Chinese morpheme ho`a
French morpheme
(46 : to become). A foreign word may be translated into Vietnamese

to become a new word. A word such as hOp-cgm (night club) is a
translation of the French word bate de nuit (bele: box: hilp,
nuit: night: dem). Except for a small number of words borrowed
directly from Cambodian, Thai, Chain, Malay, and English, most borrowing comes from French and Chinese.

What are the characteristids of the writing system?
To what degree is the system phonetic? The writing system used
by _,Vietnamese people today is an alphabetic writing called eta qulkngii. This is the only official writing system currently used in
Vietnam. Vietnamese is one of those few Asian languages represented
;n writing by the Roman alphabet (see Table 1). The Vietnamese alphabet was devised by European missionaries--French, Spanish, and
Portuguese in particularin the seventeenth century for the purpose
of religious instruction and became ,adopted as a national writing for
the Vietnamese in the second decade of this century.
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VIETNAMESE WRITING'SYSTEM

Alphabet
a

g

V

A

a

a

b

gi

gh

h

nh

ng

s

t

ngh

th

c

o

I

k

"

7

o

tr

Tones

.ch

u

A

ci

ci

e

e

kh

I

m

n

r

c

P

Ph

clu

d

v

x

y

17

.;

ma (ghost)

9

nu; (cheek)

0:

:

'

tni (but)

;

,

ma ( tornb )

na (horse.: a SinoVietnamese bound morpheme)

mg (young rke plant)

A Sample of Writing
...

,,

Chting at tin rikg nhang dieu sau ddy la qhting ski that

hign nhign: Mal ngdai sinh ra &Su btnh dang: Tqo Oa
phd pito ha nhting guyan Vet klui xam pham trang nhdng
quyen d6 a quyen sang, quyen tz.1 do vd quyen mdu edu
hanh phdc.

(We hold these truths to be se'f-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these

are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.)
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The Vietnamese writing system aims at representing the pronunciation of Vietnamese. It is mainly based on the Roman alphabet with
additional symbols to represeht the tones and the sounds not existiny
in, a phonetic writing adherin romance languages. It is, in the

iny more closely than most other alphabetic writings to the principle
of one grapheme or a group of graphemes per phoneme. In this respect, Vietnamese writing is more phonetic than English or French

spellinus. However, a yrapheme in Vietnamese can represent more Van
orie phoneme (the letter "o" represents the phoneme /w/ in hoa and the
phoneme, /)/ in the ha), and a phoneme can be represented by more than
one grapheme (the phoneme /w/ is represented by "o" in hoa and by "u"

in (hay).

The Vietnamese alphabet consists of 12 vowel letters, 26 consonants .or groups of consonant letters, and 5 tone mprks. A complete
description of the Vietnamese writing system can be found in Tables
U, E, and F (see Appendix 6).

There is more uniformity in Vietnamese writing (as in any other
writing) than in Vietnamese speech. Although pronunciation differs
markedly in the three main dialects, the Vietnamese people have
adopted a uniform spelling. In general, the correspondence, between
spelliny and sounds described above suffers very few exceptions. The
speakers of the Northern dialects distinguish in writing between "eh"
and "tr" in such words as chau (pearl) and trau (buffalo)' or between
sau (deep) and xau (a string), although they do not in their pronun-s
elation. The speakers of Central and Southern dialects observe in
writing the contrast between the final an" and "ng" in 'such words as

Ian (orchid) and lang (hyena) or the diacritic marks called dfiu hat

and dfiu ngit' in such words as Id (exhausted) and l'd' (plain water) although such ,contrasts do not exist in their speech. The Vietnamese
alphabetic writing system has proven to be an important factor in the
stabilization of the language and a powerful tool in the dissemination and transmission of Vietnamese culture.
In a Vietnamese languagedevelopment program, students whose
primary language is the Central\ and Southern dialects should be made

aware of the differentiation in written Vietnamese between the final
"n" and "ng" (as in Ian = orchid and lang = hyena), between the final
"t" and "c" (as in lqt = bland and lqc = go astray), and between the
falling-rising tone (clfiu hdi) and the creaky rising tone (dtitt ngi).
Students who speak the Southern dialect should be taught to distinguish in writing between "v" and "gi" (as in vadn = garden and gitlông
= bed) and between "v" and "d" (as in yang = region and clang = to
use). Students whose primary language is the Northern dialect should

be introduced to the differences between the initial "eh" and "tr"
(as in chfiu = pearl and trau = buffalo), between "x" and "s" (as in
xa = far and sa = fall), between "d" and "r" (as in da = skin and ra

= go out), and between "gi" and "r" (as in id = hour and rt) =
touch).
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When are Chinese characters used in writing?. The use of the alphabetic writing in Vietnam is recent. For centuries, both under the

Chinese domination (111 B.C. to 938 A.D.) and long after independence

from the Chinese, the Chinese system of writing remained the main

writing system used by, the Vietnamese.' Chinese characters, being the
graphic representation of- the Chinese language, which is different
from Vietnamese, were used only by those who knew Chinese. Conse-

quently, the use of this type of writing was restricted to scholars
and "educated people."

This situation was comparable to the use of

Latin in Europe during the Middle Ages with one great difference,
however, for Chinese writing is a logographic writing that requires
memorization of a great number of characters.

t he need for a writing system that would represent the Vietnamese language led to the creation of chg nbm, the demotic writing system. Chu nam aims at representing Vietnamese speech (pronunciation)
but still uses symbols borcowed from Chinese characters. It is still
a logographic writing requiring the memorization of a tremendously
large number of symbols, at le4st several thousand: This writing
system is still more complicated than Chinese characters themselvs
because it endeavors to represent in each word both pronunciation and
meaning by separate constituent elements. Consequently, those who
learn this writing system must learn Chinese characters first. As an
illustration, the word for "year!,.' (in Vietnamese nffm anCI in Chinese
)

is written in chg am as 10 with the first element i:repre-

senting the pronunciation Intim/ in Vietnamese and the second element
representing the meaning "year" borrowed from Chinese. The mean-

ing of the first element; used exclusfvely for the sake of pronunciation, is "south" but must be ignored. Likewise, the pronunciation
of the second element /ni6n/ is also ignored.
t)
6
It is not possible to say ;Then and by whom the chu
rpm
writing
system was invented.0 According to some authors, it was invented by a
Chinese governor, SI-Nhiep, in the third century when. Vietnam was
still a Chinese colony. There is no evidence to support this theory.

The earliest record of chd am available is the text of the "FunPral
z.

Oration of the Crocodiles" written in 1282 by Ilan Thuyen who is known
as the father of the demotic writing system 3f Vietnamese. Chil
became widespread in the following centuries and was used by Vietnam-

ese people until the beginning of this century. It was in this type
of writing that most literary creations by Vietnamese authors before
the 1920s had been recorded and transmitted to the present generation.
Attempts to use the Roman alphabet to represent Vietnamese
started as early as the 17th century. Alexandre de Rhodes wrote the
first Vietnamese dictionary, published in Rome in 1651, Dictionarium
Annarniticum, Lusitanum et Lat'inum (Vietnamese, Portuguese, and Latin
Dictionary). During the two centuries that followed, the Vietnamese
alphabetic writing system was restricted to a small circle of Chris-
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tian ^lergy while the majority of "educated" people used chrl nOm and

Chinese

0ers as a medium of written communication. The first

printing press for ciac nggthe alphabetic writing systemwas in-

stalled in Vietn'am in 1865, and not until after World War I did qutc
nyd become Vietnam's national writing system. Presently, it is the
only"writing system used by Vietnamese-speaking people.

When are students taught to read and write in Vietnamese?

The

modern writing system of Vietnamese is taught at school beginning
with the first grade. As this is a highly phonetic writing system,
Vietnameie students are able to read (decoding process) and write
(transposition of speech into written symbols) q utc ngt1 in a relatively short, time. Vietnamese language (speech and alphabetic Writing) is used as the only medium of instruction in elementary and high
schools and in most subjects taught at the university level (except
foreign languages or scientific subjects taught by, foreign teachers).
At the high school level, Chinese characters are taught as a foreign

language on the same footing as French or English, although most students choose French or English rather than Chinese for obvious reasons. The demotic writing system is taught in universities as a specialized subject for students majoring in Sino-Vietnamese studies.

What Vietnamese cultural patterns are reflected in the form and function of the language? What are some non-verbal behaviors in Vietnamese and English that have implications for instruction in California?

One of the most important features of Vietnamese culture is the
expression of respect paid to other people in society. This is reflected in the Vietnamese language.
In making an utterance, the
Vietnamese express at the same time, with any concept or idea, an
attitude of respect (or lack of it) toward the interlocutor. This
expression is so natural--because it is inherent in the nature of
wordsthat generally both the speaker and the listener are not conscious of it. But, if the speaker unintentionally or purposely uses
a word reflecting an attitude of disrespect, the hearer will in7
stantly realize it and react accordivgly.
English has the word "yes" to express agreement, and this word
does not reflect any attitude of respect or disrespect. (Of course,
an answer with a mere "yes" lacks the courtesy conveyed by a longer
answer such as, "Yes, I do.") On the contrary, tile speaker of Viet-

namese must choose between Da, Vag, Phrii, and to express agreement. No well-bred Vietnamese would use el as an answer in talking to
his/ her parents, teachers, employer, or an elderly person. In Vietnamese, one invites other people to xdi (eat) rice; but in talking
about oneself, one would say one en (eat) rice, (not xdi). In Vietnamese, when writing to a person who is not a close friend, one would
use terms expressing respect such ai'l{inh thtia instead of the term
"Dear Sir" common in English. The words Da or Da tittle are used
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at the beginning of ,a, sentence to express special respect to the in-'
terlocutor.

..

Personal pronouns are,. perhaps, 'a word-class in Vietnamese that
best reflect this pAoccupation for exprgssing respect (or lack .of
it) for other people. English has Orli)/ one word, "you," to address

parents, brothers and sisters, teachers, wife, husband, children,
friends and foes, even animals. Likewise, the word "I" (and its inflected form "me") is used when the stieaker refers to himself or' herself. In Vietnamese, there are morethan a dozen words for "I" ,or
"you" or "he, she," etc. In addressind people who are senior in age

or status, a Vietnamese would use such .terms`of respect as Cu, Ong, :
Bde, Bd, CO, Thify, etc. When addressing people who are younger or
lower in status, a Vietriamese would use such terms as Anh, Chi, Chdu,
Ern, or Con,,pccording to the relative status and the sex of speakers
and hearers. Such terms as Mdy"and MI are very 'disrespectful and,
contemptuous. By merely observing the use of pers al pronouns in
Viefnamese, one can guess, to a great extent, the personality and
manners of the speakers as well as the relationship between speaker
and listener. The use of Vietnamese personal pronouns is a very del-

kate matter, depending on the relative age, status, and degree of

intimacy between speakers and listeners. Consequently, the use of
those terms wHI change ac, ording to the change of feelings between
speakers and listeners. ..1 he proper use of the personal pronouns
(some call them "status pronouns") is a feature of languageand cul-

ture that should be included in any bilingual education program for
Vietnamese students.

.

Respect is also expressed by nonverbal communication. The Vietnamese student usually keeps quiet in class and waits until called
upon to give an' answer to questions asked b.y the,teacher, instead of
volunteering. This is often misunderstood as a passive and noncooperative attitude. Respect is also expressed by the avoidance of eye-.

contact with the teacher when the student is talRing or listening to

Looking straight in the eye of the interlocutor who is
senior in age or status or of the opposite sex is a sign of disreteachers.

spect.

The smile is another nonverbal exp ession of' respect in Vietnamese culture. Vietnamese usually smile when they do not want.to answer an embarraising question or whrli they do not want to give an an-.

swér that may disappoint or hurt t e feelings of the inter'ocutor.
They will also smile when scolded by

person senior in age or status
c.) to show that they still
respect the person scolding and do not b ar a grudge. This pattern
(employer, teacher, older relatives,

of behavior may be interpreted as chall nging or insulting in the
American cultirral context.

1,

Besides parents and older relatives, ope should show respect--in
words and behaviorto anyone senior i age or status. Elderly

1

--,
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people and -teachers enjoy special respect, even though the latter may
be young. This is an extension of the respect due to parents, for
elderly people are "of the aye of one's Parents and grandparents" and
teachers are "spiritual parents" of the students.

Teachers are never called by their names (Mr. or Mrs. Hai,, for
instance) but by a term of address showing respect, the term Thay for
male teachers (which is also used in the Northern dialect 'to address
one's. father) and the term CS for female teachers (which is used also
to address one's aunts). Vietnamese students tend to avoid addressing
their American teachers by their names and use the term "Teacher" to
show respect for them. In Vietnamese cuRure, addressing a person
who is senior in age or status by name is insolent and insulting.

4A,=.
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RECOMMENDED INSTRUCT IONAL AND CURRICULAR STRAT EGIES
FOR VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

In previous sections, the linguistic, social, and cultural char-

acteristics of the Vietnamese child have been examined. Based on
these characteristics and recent research findinus in bilingual education, this section will suggest instructional and curricular Itrat-

egies for Vietnamese language, development within the American educational framework. We will explore linguistic transfer, especially in
the area of reading and examine when and how English (both oral and

written) should be taught.
What literacy skins in Vietnamese are most easily transferrea to the
student's learning of English reading?
Schooling and Language Minority Students: A Theoretical Framework (1981) deals extensively with reading. Briefly, researchers and
practitioners of bilingual education have found that students who
learn to read in the mother tongue are able to transfer many of the
reading skills to English (Thonis, 1981). Through native language
literacy, minority students have earned to read English more efficiently (Modiano, 19711) and with higher eventual attainment (Santiago
and de Guzman, 1977; Dank and McEachern, 1979). It is, then, obvious
that some reading skills are applicable to an languages. These include at a lower level, readiness skills and some of the decoding
skillsand af a higher level, comprehension, literacy, and study
skills. In other words, the skills that can transfer from one language to another are those fundamental skills that are crucial in
forming what Cummins calls Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency
(CALF) pert of a common underlying proficiency (Cummins, 1981). The
skills that do not transfer are some of those dealing with language
specific characteristics or surface features of languages, e.g., Chinese ideographs vs. Roman letters, differing associations between
graphs and sounds, or differing grammatical features.

With regard to Vietnamese, the skills areas that can transfer to

English are numerous. In addition to the transferable skins identified above as part of the common underlying proficiency, many readi-

ness skills and some of the decoding skills can also transfer even
though these are, surface pr language-specific features of language.

Total transferability occurs in this area.
Readiness Skills.
This is due mainly to the fact that both the Vietnamese writing sys-

tem and the English writing system Bre based on the Roman alphabet
e
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and Arabic numerals. Such writing systems require the same sensorimotor skills, that is, eye movement from left to right on a horizontal line and from top to bottom. Once Vietnamese students have mastered these sensorimotor skills in Vietnamese, they can easily transfer them into English. A literate Vietnamese student also will waste
no time in identifying position, size, and shape of the Ennlish letters as well as relationship between capitals and small letters. A
minor difficulty may occur with the English letters "f," "j," "w,"
and "z," for these do not exist in the Vietnamese writing system.
Other skills in the areas of auditory discrimination and cognitive
development enjoy total transference.

Decoding and Comprehension Skills. Vietnamese students mastering reading in Vietnamese can, in general, identify the letters representing vowels and those representing consonants. This is the extent to which decoding skills transfer from Vietnamese to English.
Since English and Vietnamese are two completely unrelated languages
with differing associations between letters and sounds, Vietnamese
students may carry over into English only certain Vietnamest.: specific
letter-sound association patterns. Two examples are:

The letter "a" represents /a/ in Vietnamese, while in
English it represents /ei/, /e/, or /a/, etc.
The letters "th" represent an aspirated /e/ in Vietnamese,
while they represent either 03/.or /3/ in English.
In the area of comprehension skills, vocabulary comprehension
cannot transfer because Vietnamese and English are unrelated languages and have very few cognates. However, a Vietnamese may be able
to recognize a small number of English words. These sare English loan
words in Vietnamese (e.g., such es bia "beer," cao-bat "cowboy," and
cau-lgc-ba "club." The ability to guess the meaning of a Vietnamese
word in context can and will be carried over into English quite easi-

ly.

In fact, this very important skill can transfer from any lan-

guage to any other language.

In short, most comprehension skills, including the ability
to
recognize the meaning of punctuation; understand the concepts of synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms; and inferential skills, can transfer
from Vietnamese to English without difficulty.
Any inferential

skills reqqjring an understanding of American culture, however, may
not transfer. Due to cultural differences, Vietnamese students may
not be able to identify the biases and/or prejudices specific to
American culture or fully understand the use of American humor, irony, and sarcasm.

Literary and Study Skills. These skills transfer totally. Once
Vietnamese students have reached this level in Vietnamese literacy
and comprehended the English text, they will have little or no trou-
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In fact, because of the traditional
emphasis on literature, Vietnamese students are taught to read critically very early and are not considered literate unless they can apWith regard to study skills, the ability 'to
preciate literature.
transfer from Vietnamese to English requires little effort.

ble in English critical reading.

In short, because of the fundamental skills that are universal
in reading and the fortugate commonalities between the English and
Vietnamese writing systems, Vietnamese students who are proficient in
Vietnamese reading can and will transfer most of their reading skills
to English. The pedagogical implication for teachers is that students' Vietnamese reading profidency may be advanced at no expense
to English. Vietnamese students literate in Vietnamese w9I need

little time learning to read English.

Apart from the linguistic and

cognitive factors, the possibility that Vietnamese students will
learn and master English reading also depends on their attitudes. If

they are confident and achieve in their own language, they will probably attain a high degree of self-esteem. This positive attitude
will facilitate learning.

If we examine the relationship between high levels of nativelenguage proficiency and high achievement of the English language and
academic subjects, to date, few studies in this area exist for Vietnamese. This is primarily because Vietnamese are recent immigrants
to this country. However, we can safely assume that what generally
occurs with other language groups does so with Vietnamese. As a matter of fact, informal classroom observations of Vietnamese students

during the past five years have corroborated the general finding that
high levels of native-language proficiency result in subsequent levels of English proficiency and normal school achievement.

Let us look at a number ,of studies involving English and other
A research project at the University of California, Los
Angeles found that for Spanish speaking students, Spanish reading
proficiency (Fischer and Cabello, 1978). Similar results were fotind
languages.

in a study on the achievement of Finnish immigrant children in Sweden
by Toukomaa and Skutnabb-Kangas (197C) . It was systematically ob-

served that if Finnish children immjgratea to Sweden after having had

five to six years of formal education in their native language, they
were more likely to approach the norms of Swedish students when
tested in Swedish.

In the United States, a study on the effectiveness, of bilingual
education for Navajo children in Rock Point, New Mexico (Rosier and
Holm, 1980) showed that students in the bilingual program who had not
been introduced to English reading until they were reading well in
Navajo did far better in English reading than those attending monolingual English programs with ,,vell-established ESL curricula. Specifically, thosc in the bilingual program scored 2.0 grade-level-

tor'
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equivalent years higher at the sixth-grade level and one month above
the national norm.

Corroborating the findings of these studies, informal observations of Vietnamese students also indicate that those who had formal
schooling in Vietnam and high Vietnamese reading proficiency acquire
English reading skills more quickly and obtain higher levels of
achievement in other academic subjects. On the other hand, reports
on more recent refugee children, most of whom were out of sc.hool for
extended periods and who may not have a high level of literacy, show

that they are slow in acquiring English and have difficulties with
academic subjects. This phenomenon has been observed and reported

not only in California but all over the country.

What are the general prereadIng skills needed for reading in Vietnamese? What prereading should be emphasized for Vietnamese?

I.

Readiness for learning to read all languages in general, and
Vietnamese in particular, involves various aspects of the learner's
development: physical growth, mental maturity, emotional stability,
and social adjustment. In addition, the universal prereading skills

(e.g., the ability to identify scenes and characters in pictures and
to estabhsh sequences of a story through pictures) are traditionally

viewed as important for learning to read Vietnamese.

The following

five categories of skills should be included in any readiness program:
1.

Space distinction is the first indispensable step in retdiness
for reading.
Students should be able to distinguish left to
right and top to bottom and demonstrate left-right and top-bottom
progression on pilinted pages.

2.

Sensorimotor coordination represents another aspect of reading
readiness. Learners should be equipped with essential sensorimotor experiences, sensations, precepts, concepts, images, sounds,
and symbols. The coordination of these sensorimotor skills is
necessary if students are to learn reading successfully.

3.

Auditory discrimination in Vietnamese means two things:

(a) dii-

ferentiating the sounds of the language, and (b) distinguishing
the tones of the language. Since Vietnamese is a tone language,

different pitches and contours result
ings.
4.

in

different word mean-

Visual perception in reading readiness involves such basics as
the differentiation of colors, discrimination of sizes and

shapes, and recognition of elements of the Vietnamese writing
system, such as alphabet letters and tone marks.
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As a general rule, basic oral proficiency

is

a prerequisite for

reading. Readiness for Vietnamese reading requires a considerable
command of spoken Vietnamese. This includes a recognition of at
least 2,500 vocabulary items, an adequate mastery of the Vietnamese
phonological system, and an acquaintance with the basic structures of
simple sentences. In other words, the level of oral language profi-

ciency required for reading should ,be at least the level of a normal
four- or five-year-old child.

What are the recognized approaches for reading instruction in Vietnamese?

Becayse of the highly phonetic nature of the Vietnamese writing

system, the traditional initial approach

for reading instruction

in

Vietnamese is derived from the analytic approach. However, after
students have mastered the spelling system, a synthetic approach is
employed.

The analytic approach is based on the assumption that learning
, to read is a mental exercise and that this exercise must be systematic and progress from simple to more complex concepts. Thus, the
teaching method derived from it consists of the following steps:
1.

Introduction of letters of the alphabet

2.

Introduction of vdn xi/3i or combInatfons of initial
consonants and single vowels (C + V). Tones are introduced starting with this step.
Examples:
:

to:

ti:
3.

three
big
small

Introduction of veth nglidc or combination of vowels
(diphthongs and triphthongs) and Combination of vowels and final consonants.

In this step, only diphthongs and triphthongs are introduced (V + V and V + V + V). Combination of vo'wels and final consonants will be Introduced in the
fifth step.
Examples:
ao:

pond

du:

worry

y'ett:

weak

ddi (as in AIM-IMO:
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.

Combinations of initial consonants and vowel nuclei

(C + V + V and C + V + V + V).

Examples:
mao:

tklu:

sat:

hair
to gather
to boil

nhieu:
5.

many

Introduction of combinations of vowel and final consonants (V + C and V + V + C).
Examples:

Sag: grandfather
am:
shrine
tt: little, few

at:

6.

wet

COmbinations of consonants and complex nuclei (C + V

IC and C + V + V + C).

EXamples:

heart

tam:

con: child
chVt: to die

chugt:

mouse

In each step, students are taught to associate the letter or

combination of letterS with the corresponding sound. Whenever possible, objects and pictures or illustrations are used to facilitate
recorition of the souhds of words. Reading aloud and spelling are
two main techniques in teaching reading and checking students' mas-

tery of early reading skills.

Once students have mastered the association between the printed
words And their pronunciations, they are taught to read phrases and
sentences as units of meaning. Reading texts are introduced; and
reading aloud, memorization, and dictation, together with comprehension questions, are the basic teaching techniques and methods of
checking comprehension and improving languagi acquisition.

The method derived from thig analytic apploach has proven to be
a suitable and economical way to teach Vietnamese reading. It is
very similar to the linguistic approach and the phonic method used
for teaching English reading.

4,7
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For basic reading materials ,and texts, there exist at least two
reading series, one by Bui Van Bao and Pht.m Vgn Hai (1977), which is
carefully graded, and anuther prepared by the Instructional Materials
Center of the Republic of Vietnam's Ministry of Education (Center for

Applied Linguistics, no date). The latter series was used extensively in Vietnam. Other Vietnamese reading materials are available

from various sources throughout the country, among them is the Indochinese Materials Center, Department of Education, Kansas City, Missouri (see Appendix 4B).
Once students have mastered the Vietnamese spelling system, tra-

ditional reading programs shift from an analytical to a synthetic focus. Examples of synthetic methods include: (1) phonic, (2) alphabetic, and (3) syllabic approaches. For a more detailed description

\

of these and other reading methodologies, see Thonis (1981).

What are the different approaches for writing instruction
namese?

in

Viet-

What resources are needed?

Teaching writing in Vietnamese is generally divided into two
stages covering the 12-year span of elementary and secondary education. These stages may be labeled prewriting and basic writing. No
theoretical ,approach has been developed for teaching writing skills
in Vietnamese, however, a nuMber of teaching methods and techniques
are used. These methods and techniques vary according to developmen-

tal stages of writing.

,4

Prewriting. This stage of prewriting includes the ability to
recognize and write the letters of the alphabet, tone marks, and penmanship. This stage covers the first two years of schooling.
The basic method used to teich prewriting skills is, the tracingGoverned by the principle of progressive difficulty,
the method requires pupils to trace strokes, circles, and letters and
then to copy them. ' Handwritten forms or cursives are taught first,
printed forms come much later and are not especially encouraged.
This is in sharp contrast to the practices-in American schools where
printed forms of the letters are taught first.
c'
copying method.

The, techniques used to teach prewriting skills are as follows:
1.

Pupils trace dotted vertical strokes.

2.

The teacher writes a model vertical stroke on the Rage, pupils
copy that stroke without help of dotted strokes.
i.+4

3.

Such letters as "i" and "u" are copied next.
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4.

Techniques used in steps one and two are repeated with circles
and loops.

5.

Such letters as "o" and "a" are copi,c1.

6.

Words are copied.

7.

Phrases and sentences are copied.-

40

Pupils' work is always graded on the basis of accuracy and neatness.
The "tracing-copying" method has con,tributed much to Vietnamese pupils' generally superior penmanship.
Basic Writing .
Basic writing extends from third to eighth
grade. If the prewriting stage provides pupils with a solid foundation in writing, the basic writing stage trains them with_a writing
framework and techniques necessary for expressing themselves and com-

municating with others. Basic writing concentrates on teaching the
use of punctuation, description, telling stories or narrating events,
and writing letters.

The teaching method for basic writing in Vietnamese is not necessarily different from that used in other languages. It is governed
by the educational principle of progressive development and gradual
difficulty. That is, teaching begins with familiar and concrete subjects; as students' cognitive skills improve, more complex and abstract subjects are taught. The use of arguments and the arrangement

of thoughts are not taught until the students' cognitive maturity allows such a move. As for language forms, students are taught at an
early age (up to grade two) to:
1.

Complete a sentence with a vocabulary word.

2.

Answer questions on subjects taught that week.

3.

Make sentences with assigned words.

4.

Answer questions on an easy subject.

Gradually, students will learn to write complex sentences using conjunctions, relative pronouns, and such phrases as "not only," "but
also," "and," or "again." In other words, the teaching of language
form is aimed at refining students' grammar and enabling them to use
different language forms or writing styles for suitable occasions and
purposes.

In summary, coupled with Vietnamese oral language development

and the students cognitive development, the teaching of basic writing provides students with the skills to describe objects and events,
express" themselves, and communicate with others in9wrIting. In order
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Is carried out
the controlled-writing and the free-

the teaching of basic writing

through two successive methods.
writing methods.

The controlled-writing method is aimed ht teaching students con-

trolled writing skills through three kinds of practice:
1.

Putting given words in sentences.

2.

Taking dictation and writing stories after listening.

3.

PUtting down what is depictedin pictures or filmstrips.

Oncd students have mastered the writing skills in a controlled
situation, they are ready to move on to the free-writing 'method.
This method focuses on training 'students to think and write independently. The teacher gives the students instruction in basic writing
techniques and encourages them to write about easy, common topics:

people they work with; animals or things they like; television programs they watch; what they like or do not like; and what they do on
certain occasions, e.g., on Christmas Day.

At what stage of minority language development should planned/
organized instruction in oral English begin?

Most language minority students benefit from oral English language instruction as soon as they enter school. It is pot usually

the development of Basic Interper'sonal
to delay
The critical element in
Communicative Skills (-13ICS) in English.
school contexts is to design instructional programs for language
minority students so that exposure to English results in the
efficient acquisition of basic communicative competence without
interference with normal cognitive/academic, subject matter, and
affective development. Instructional environments vary in the degree
to which they promote or inhibit this process among language, minority
students.
necessary

In school situations, language minority students are exposed to
English in basically four ways: (1) submersion classes, (2) grammarbased ESL, (3) communicative-based ESL, and (4) immersion classes
(see Glossary). Submersion classes are situations in which teachers

speak In a native speaker to native speaker register as jf all.of the
students in the class were native speakers of.English. Grammar-based
ESL classes focus on phonology and syntax and emphasize learning language rules through inductive (grammar-translation) ,or deductive
(audiolingual or cognitive code) methods. Communicative-based ESL,
by contrast, places emphasis on language use and functions. This
type of instruction focuses on basic communicative competence, rather
than learning grammar rules. Sheltered English approaches deliver
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subject matter in the second language. In these situations L2 acquirers are usually grouped together, special materials are provided,
students are allowed to speak in their native languape (although the
teacher always models native speaker or near-native speaker speech),
and a native speaker-to-nonnative speaker register ("motherese" or
"foreigner talk") is used by the teacher. The research suggests that
communicative.-based gSL and sheltered English instruction effectively
promote the acquisition of BI CS in English. Grammar-based ESL and
submersion, classes have been found to be less effective in promoting
such skills (Krashery, 1981; Terrell, 1981).

Also, grammar-based ESL instruction, at best, leads to the development of the language monitor (Krashen, 1981). The monitor assists second language learners in the production of grammatically
accurate utterances. However, several conditions must exist before
individuals can efficiently use 0 3 monitor. First, the task must be
focused on language forms in some way (e.g., a grammar test). Sec-

ond, the learner must have previously internalized the desired rule
and be able to recognize the appropriateness of the specific rule for
the specific structure desired. Finally, the sjAaker needs sufficient time to retrieve the rule, adapt it to the speech situation,
and use it correctly in producing the utterance. These conditions
are not available to individuals in most normal speech situations.

Submersion environments are even less effective than grammarbased ESL, since during submersion lessons language minority students
00 not comprehend what is being saidvtKrashen (1981) states that the
critical element of "comprehensible inpat" is i + 1. The "i" is what
the student can already comprehend in the L.:2. The ",1" is the ad-

ditional input made comprehensible by a variety of strategies and
techniques (Krashen, 1981). In submersion classes, however, the provision of i +
is only very infrequently achieved. Since most of
1

the input is directed towards native English speakers, the language
minority students are exposed to English input at incomprehensible
levels of i + 2, i + 3, and i + n. Considerable research indicates
that submersion situations effectively promote neither the develop-

ment of BICS nor CALP among language minority students (Cummins,
1981; Krashen, 1981).

According to some recent second language acquisition stuches
1981) the attainment of BICS in a second
language is largely determined by 'the amount of "comprehensible
second-language input" a student receives under favorable conditions.
( Krashen, 1981; Terrell,

Cothmunicative-based ESL and sheltered English situations provide stu-

dents with large amounts of such input under optimal conditions.
Submersion environments and grammar-based ESL situations provi6e stu-

dents with only limited amounts of "comprehensible input" (especially
in the in'ttial stages) under conditions considerably less favorable
for second language acquisition.
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Unless there are important psycho-educational reasons, such as
special learning disabilities, language minority
students will benefit from exposore to English in communicative-based
ESL and sheltered English situatims. This will allow the students to.
acquire English and will not necessarily interfere with normal cogniUve/academic development or primary language development if the program also provides adequate instruction in Ahese areas.
recent trauma or

On the other hand, gram m r-based ESL and submersion environments

may be counterproductive to English acquisition. First, young' children and older children wha+ave not experienced normal cognitive/
, academic development probably do not have their cognitive processes
developed enough to assimilate the complex and decontextualized language that characterizes grammar-based ESL and submersion classes.
Additionally, in some cases, so much attention is placed on speaking
only in grammatically correct utterances that students become inhibited.
In sumtnary, substantial research evidence suggests that submer:sion environments and grammar-baspd ESL (audiolingual, cognitive
code, and grammar branslation) shotkrd not be provided to language mi-

nority students until they attain sifficient levels of BICS and CALP
to benefit from such instructional contexts. Communicative-based ESL
(e.g., natural language) and sheltered English classes are effective
in promoting the development of BICS in English for students at any
age and developmental or academic level, except for those children
who have diagnosed physical disabilities or who are suffering from
some psychological trauma (e.g., recently arrived refugees).
What is an independent reading level for Vietnamese? When has a stu-

dent reached this level? Will a student at this level have skills
similar to an English speaker at the fifth and sixth grade level in
the United States? At what stage of Vietnamese reading ability ir

it most a ro Hate to be in instruction in En lish readin

7

There is no clear definition of an independent reading level for
However, if one looks at the readinu curriculum for
fifth grade in a Vietnamese school, one finds reading of good prose
Vietnamese.

and verse pieces from contemporary sourxes and excerpts from the mas-,

ters. The pupils should begin to recognize different styles and be
able to interpret texts. At sixth grade, the Vietnamese student will
begin literature and literary analysis. Thus, an independent reading
level for Vietnamese can be equated to the fifth-grade readirkg level.
At this level, the Vietnamese student can read by thought unitS, recognize the meaning of words used in context; identify main topics in

paragraphs and texts, classify information in texts, distinguish between fable, myth, fiction, play, biography, informative article, and
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poem, recjignize mood, author's purpose and .point of view in a story;
and recognize different kinds of style.

A criterion-referenced reeding test besed on the above criteria
may be developed by the teacher to determine whether a student has
reached this level. Graded reading or cloze tests may also be used.
Another assessment ...an be made through teacher observation. This
method of assessment is not systematic and is highly subjective.
However, in the absence of an objective instrument, it is the best

way" to determine proficiency as long as careful guidelines are set
and followed.

Using the SWRL reading skills list

(1980)

as a basis for compar-

ison, a student at the independent reading level in Vietnamese Will

have skills similar to the average English reader at the sixth grade
level in the United States. As discussed in a previous section, most
of these skills can transfer from Vietnamese to English. The question at "this point is, "Should educators wait until individual students reach this level of Vietnamese reading to begin te'aching English réading?" Theanswer is probably no. IE students have received
Vietnamese reading since Ondergarten and oral English since first
grade, they may be introduced to English reading as early as grade
three. The following criteria should be considered before introducing Vietnamese students to English reading instruction:
1.

2.

After three years nLietnamese language developMent
and reading, the stude should attain a satisfactory
level of Vietnamese cognitive/academic language proficiency (CALP).

Students should acquire a strong oral English base.
Competence in oral skills is always a prerequisite

for reading. Two or three years natural language with
or without ESL should provide the student with BlCS
in English.
3..

Vietnamese reading instruction should continue until
the student has at least reached an independent read-

ing level (e.g., fifth or sixth vele).

What can school personnel do' JO ensure that expOsure to both the
primary language and English will result in a beneficial form nf
additive bilingualism?

Vietnamese Language Development. By age,five or six, all children, except those who are severely retarded or aphasic, acquire BICS
in their home language (Cazden, 1972; Cummins, 1979). For United
States-born Vietnamese and Vietnamese immigrant children, this means
that when they enter school, they have already developed basic Vietnamese communicative skills. If the family continues -to use Vietnam-
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ese in the home and/or if the student is exposed to Vietnamese in
other environments, basic communicative competence can be expected.

Pn the other hand, unless the child is exposed to seine type of

formal Vietnamese instruction, it is unlikely that the child will
develop CALP through 'that language (Cummins, 1981). Cognitive/academic language skills are those skills aslociated with lite'racy and
general school achievement (Cummins, 1981). Based On considerable,
research' on schooling, in bilingual contelcts; CALF' in the primary lan-

guage Was found to assist language 'Minority students in: (1) the
development of similar cognitive/academic skills in., English, (2) the
acquisition of BICS skills in English, (3) 'maintenance and development of subject matter knowledge and skills (e.g., mathematics,
science,' and social stddies), and (4) maintenance and development of
a positive self-concept and a positive adjustment to both minority
and majority cultures. Consequently,, for language minority students,
most efforts at language development in Vietnamese should be directed
at the development of CALP--that is, literacy and academic subject
matter. This will allow students to avoid the negative effects, of

subtractive bilingualism and enjoy the benefits of proficient bilinCALP through Vietnamese cab be proinoted in several contexts. Home, school, and community are all approprLite settings for
this development.
gualism.

In the home, Parents and older siblings should be encouraged to
work with preschool and school-age children in a variety of activities that assist children in meeting the academic challenges of
School (Wells, 1979).
In the past, teachers Often encouraged language minority parents to speak English at home. Unfortunately, such
a practice is often not possible or even desirable. Most language
minority parents do net speak English well enough to be appropriate
English models. Trying to speak English under such circumstances

severely limits both the quantity and the quality of interaction between parents and children. It almost certainly guarantees that the
student will experience a form of subtractive bilingualism. Clearly,
parents and other relatives may speak Vietnamese at home and be certain that it 'will not interfere wilh English language development, on

the contrary, such prastices will actually result in higher levels of
English attainment (Cummins, 1981).

Some activities in Vietnamese

are more effective than others in promoting this outcome. Telling
stories, playing games, reciting poems, singing songs, and reading to
children in Vietnamese are effective. Assisting students with homework is also effective. The key element appears to be the 'tnegotiation of meaning" with children (Cummins, 1981).
The school can promote CALP development in Vietnamese by provid-.

Ing students with a well-organized prereading and reading program
that develops skills to atleast the stxth-grade level. In addition,
en equally important component is tt e provision of subject matter in
Vietnamese. At least one topic ar'ea should be selected using Vietnameze as the medium of instruction. Schools can also assist by providing 4;w:tents with ample reading material in the primary language.
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This allows students the opportunity to pracdce reading skills and

become motivated about reading in general and reading in Vietnamese
in parUcular. Additionally, the school can Ltrengthen the homeschool link by sending home materials in Vietnamese (materials that

would be used by parents with their children) nd by providing parents with training on how to support their children's language development (Thonk, 1981).

Although the school is rarely directly involved in many types of
community activities, school personnel are in a posi,tion to influence
local community leaders in designing and implementing many activities
for children.
Resource teachers, community liaisons, and Other
school officials should promote community activities that potentially
can develop Vietnamese language skills in minority children. Some
activities might include: (1) provision of aftern000n and Saturday
(classes in Vietnamese language and culture, (2) catechism classes in
the primary language, (3) a trang tre em (children's page) or chddng
trinh phdt thanh denh cho tre em (children's program) in Vietnamese
language newspapers and on Vietnamese language radio and television
broadcasts, respectively, and (4) sponsorship of language and cultural activities by the various fraternal, religious, and educational
organizations prevalent in the Vietnamese community (Mackey, 1981).

For Vietnamese students with a home language of English, the
situation is much different. For these children, BICS have been acquired in English, not Vietnamese. If the children and their parents
are interested in bilingcalism, then arrangements should be made to
develop BICS in Vietnamese. This can be promoted by: (1) having a
grandparent or aunt/uncle always speak to the
relative such as
children in Vietnamese, (2) enrolling the children in a communicative
:%

based Vietnamese-as-a-second-language class at school, (3) having the
children interact with other children who are native speakers of
Vietnamese, and (4) providing subject matter classes in Vietnamese to
these second language learners under conditions approximating those
of the French Canadian immersion programs (Krashen, 1981).

Whenever two languages are in contact, speakers of the minority

language tend to shift with:n three generations to the majority language.
This has been espedally evident in the United States.

First-generation immigrants are almost always Vietnamese dominant;
second generation individuals tend to be bilingual. Third-generation
ethnic community members are often monolingual C.nglish speakers
(Mackey, 198.1). The sociocultural arguments for or against language
shift are numerous. What does seem to be clear is that students
caught up in the language shift and assimilation process often experience poor scholastic achievement. One way to avoid this is to create a domain in which the minority language is more prestigious than
English (Mackey, 1981). This has been accomplished by such diverse
groups as Armenians, East Indians, Hasidic Jews, and the Amish, all
of whom reserve the domain of religious instruction for the minority
language. For other language groups, this might be accomplished by
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providing, in the school or community, traditional and contemporary
cultural studies in the mother tongue. Clearly, any topic area or
context can become a domain for the minority language as long as it
seems logical, reasonable, and natural to use U. In addition, within the selected domain, English and the minority language should not
compete for prestige. The domain-specific dominance of the minority
language must be clearly, evident.
Engligh Acquisition. The focus of instruction in and through
Vietnamese should be the development of CALP. In English, at least
initially, the focus of instruction should be on BICS. As indicated

by Krashen (1981), there is a difference between language learning
and language acquisition. Language learning is associated with formal instruction such as grammar-based ESL, language arts, and reading
instruction. Language acquitition environments are associated with

both formal and InfOrmal instructional situations.
formal

acquisition

environments

include:

Examples of in-

watching

playing with peers, or, living with a native speaker.

television,
Examples of

formal acquisition environments are communicative-based ESL and

sheltered English classes. To acquire English fluency,, students need
substantial exposure to English in acquisition-rich environments.

This type of environment can be provided in the home, school, or
--community. Educators often underestimate the exposure that language
minority students have to English.
Several research studies
(Legarrela-Marcaida, 1981; Cummins, 1981) indicate that regardless of
the English instructional treatment (submersion, ESL, or bilingual

education), language minority students in the United States usually
acquire BICS in English in two or three years. This is because all

environments contain some "comprehensible input." Whether at home,
school, or in the community, most students eventually obtain enough
comprehensible English input and acquire BICS. Nevertheless, parents

and teachers should monitor individual student progress to assure
adequate exposure to English.

At home, it is not uncommon for children to speak English with
some relative, especially siblings. Many youngsters sometimes watch
children's television programs such as Sesame Street, Electric Company, and cartoons. These are sources of "comprehensible second language input." If one parent has native-like proficiency in English,
this parent might want to serve as an English-speaking model. In
these cases, for optimal development of both English and Vietnamese,
it is probably wise for some family members to maintain consistency
as a partkular language model and not switch or mix languages frequently. If both parents speak Vietnamese, however, and proficient
bilingualism is desired, both parents should consider speaking Vietnamese in the home since exposure to English is sufficiently available in many other domains (Cummins, 1981).
At school, children will acquire native-like ability in English
communicative skills in: (1) communicative-based ESL classes (Terrell, 1981), (2) subject matter classes delivered under special shel-
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tered English conditions, and (3) interaction with peers who are English
speakers on the playground, in the halls, during assemblies, n field trips, and in regular classes.
CoMmunicative-based ESL, sheltered English, and other natural
language acquisition environments are generally insufficent to promote all of the English language skins needed by language minority
students. Once students have developed BICS in English and a normal
level of CALP (basic skills learned in and through Vietnamese and/or
in sheltered English classes), they are ready to benefit from
grammar-based ESL and formal yerding instruction in English. This

instruction should focus on those cognitive/academic skills not already learned (e.g., language that is not part of the common .underlying proficiency (Cummins, 198 1) and that is specific to English).
Examples of such skill areas are decoding, grammar, and spelling
skills. Cognitive/academic language development in English is more
efficient when school personnel build upon already acquired cognitive/academic language skills in Vietnamese.

Sumriry
Historically, parents and educators have considered the acquisi-,
tion of BICS in English as the only critical need for language minority students. While these skins are very important, the development
of CALP seems to be even more critical to school success. One way
CALP can be developed is through Vietnamese. Opportunities to develop cognitive/academic language skills in Vietnamese are naturally not
available to students in most communities in California. Therefore,
parents and educators must work together to design and implement such

activities in the home, school, and community. On the other hand,
opportunities to develop BICS. in English are naturally present in
some language minority homes, most communities, and an schools.
Those cognitive/academic language skills not learned in Vietnamese

can easily be added in English by specially designed instruction at
school.

If students are to benefit from their bilingualism, attention to

.

Vietnamese language development and English language acquisition is
necessary.
Without this attention, the majority of Vietnamesespeaking children has had and will continue to have serious language,
academic, and cultural problems at school. The task of educating
language minority students is not simple. Nevertheless, recently,
creative and committed educators in tandem with concerned parents
have designed and implemented educational programs for language mi-

nority students that have

dsulted in:

(1')

high levels of English

language proficiency, (2) normal cognitive/academic development, (3)'

positive adjustment to both the minority and majority cultures, and
(4) high levels of Vietnamese language development. The purpose of
this handbook has been to assist school personnel;sparents, and community members in achieving similar goals.
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1976.
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,

Nguyen, Mak clu. Differences in Value Orientation Between the

American and Vietnamese People--Possible Problems for Vietnamese
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Education, 1975.

Pham, Duy.
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.
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DISTRICTS RANKED BY ENROLLMENT OF VIETNAMESE-SPEAKING
PUPILS, LIMITED AND NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING (LES/NES)
.
(SPRING, 1980)
4

Description: The purpos'e of this series of reports is to display the concentrations of LES/NES students in California public
schools. Each report rank orders the distriCts by the total population of LES/NES iq *Specified language group (in this case, Vietnamese). Data is &so provided for th total number of LES/NES in that
language in the state.(column 2) and the total district enrollment
(column 3). The relationship of each district's LES/NES in that language group to the district's total enrotIrpnt is presented as a percentage in column Li.
The district's tnroltment ,of that danguage
group is ditplayed as a percentage of the state *total of the same
language in column 5. t ach district is ank ordered, based on the

percentages computed in column 4 (LES/N S in a language group as a

percent of the total d;strict enrollment) and displayed in column 6.
County offices of education frequently report variable pupil enrollments throughout the school year and are therefore not ranked in column 6. Data does not include students in preschools, adult, classrooms, juvenile halls, or regional occUpational centers.

Title VII = Title VII funding for 1980-1981.
Title VII CG = Title VII consortium grantee for 198071981.
Title VII CM = Title VII consortium member for 1980-1981.
.XXXXXX = a district Sid not report enrollment for
Fall 1979.

a,
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Appendix 3 (continued)

(1)

Rank By
Number
LES/NES
Vietnamese

District. Name

Los Angeles Unified
San Diego City Unified
Sin Francisco Unified

2266

534727

Title VII

.2

933

109704

Title VII

3

859

56121

4

537

5

Santa Ana Unified
Title VII

Westminster Elementary

(4)

(3)

Tbtal
District
Enrollment
Fall '79

1

Garden *Gove Unified

Long Beach Unified

(2)

LES/NES
Vietnamese
Enrollment
S ri
'80

(5)

LES/NES Vietnamese as a %
of District
Enrollment

Viftnamese
LES/NES P,s a

% of State Vietnamese LES/NES

(6)

Rank
'Order
From
Column 4

16.,2

70

0.9

6.7

35

1.5

671

12

38532

1.4

3.8

18

504

27797

1.8

3.6

6

6

389

54226

U.7

2.8

45c

7

384

8232

4.7

2.7

1 1

East Side Union High

Title

8

329

20171

1.6

2.3

Huntington Beach Union High

Title

9

288

19845

1.5

2.1

13

Oakland Unified

Title

10

282

46113

0.6

2.0

54

Franklin McKinley Elementary

Title

11

282

6749

4.2

2.0

2

12

266

27831

1.0

1.9

31

Orange Unified
Newport Mesa Unified
Glendale Unified

Title VII

San Jose Unified

Title VII CG

.

Ocean View Elementary

13

230

19308

1.2

1.6

24

14

216

20200

1.1

1.5

25

15

304

34320

0.6

1.5

55

16

/170

11073

1.5

1.2

14

1.1

1.2

26

Santa Clara Unifiad

Title VII CM

17

Sacrmento City Unified

Title VII CM

18

151

37423

0.4

19

149

13268

1.1

Monterey Peninsula Unified

067

15849

'

71
1

1

27

9

7

Alhambra City High

Title VII

20

132

7822

1.7

Alhambra City Elementary

Title VII

21

129

8367

1:5

0.9

15

Fullerton Elementary

Title VII

22

123

9514

1.3

0.9

20

v.
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(1)

Rank By
Number
LES/NES
Vietnamese

D)striot Name

Fountain Valley Elementary
Mt. Diablo Unified

(2)

(3)

LES/NES
Vietnamese
Enrollment
Spring '80

Total
District
Enrollment
Fall '79

(4)

LES/NES Vietnamese as a %
of District
Enrollment

(5)

Vietnamese
LES/NES as a
% of State Vietnamese LES/NES

(6)

Rank
Order
From
Column 4

)23

117

883

1.3

0.8

21

V---1 24

110

35319

0.3

0.8

88

,

Stockton City Unified

Title VII

25

101

22373

0.5

0.7

61

Pasadena Unificd

Title VII

26

72

100

22357

0.4

0.7

Sunnyvale Elementary

27

98

5697

1.7

0.7

8

Tustin Unified

28

96

11765

0.8

0.7

39

29

91

5751

1.6

0.6

10

30

Garvey'Elementary

\'-Title VII

Anaheim Union High

90

2832S

0.3

0.6

89

Riverside Unified

Title VII

31

89

22958

0.4

0.6

73

Alum Rock Union Elementary

Title VII

32

89

12131

0.7

0.6

46

Pomona Unified

Title VII

33

81

18595

0.4

0.6

74

tp

CaMptell Union High

34

78

11402

0.7

0.6

47

Fresna Unified

35

76

0.5

118

45858

0.2

Evergreen Elementary

Title VII CM

36

71

6246

1.1

0.5

28

New Haven Unified

Title VII

37

70

8754

0,8

0.5

40

38

69

3585

1.9

0.5

5

10113

0.7

0.5

48

20264

0.3

0.5

90

Magnolia Elementary
Berkeley Unified

Title VII

39

67

Norwalk La Mirada Unified

Title VII

40

66

c

,o

41

66

10121

0.7

0.5

49

42

64

4b59

1.6

0.5

11

Campbell Union Elementary

43

63

6325

1.0

0.4

32

San Juan Unified

44

62

44637

0.1

0.4

160

Folsom Cordova Unified
Lawndale Elementary

Title VII

AppendiN 3 (continued)
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(1)

Rank By
Number

US/NES
District Name

Vietnamese

Livermore Valley Joint Unified

(2)

LES/NES
Vietnamese
Enrollment
Spring '80

(3)

Total
District
Enrollment
Fall '79

(4)

LES/NES Viet -

namese as a %
qf District
Enrollment

.

(5)

Vietnamese
LES/NES as a
% of State Vietnamese LES/NES

(6)

Rank
Crder
From
Column 4

45

56

12049

0.5

0.4

62

Hacienda La Puente Unified

Title VII

46

56

24257

0.2

0.4

119

Irvine Unified

Title VII

47

56

13640

0.4

0.4

75

Anaheim Elementary

48

55

11462

0.5

0.4

63

Centinela Valley Union High'

49

54

6134

0.9

0.4

36

ABC Unified

Title VII

50

53

23179

0.2

0.4

120

Oak Grove Elementary

Title VII CM

51

53

13713

0.4

0.4

76

Fremont Union High

Title VII CM

52

52

12689

0.4

0.4

77

53

49

16638

0.3

0.3

91

54

48

9934

0.r

0.3

64

55

48

13948

0.3

0.3

92

56

47

17305

0.3

0.3

93

57

45

27322

0.2

0.3

Placentia Unified
Redlands Unified
Visalia Unified

Title VII CM

Hayward Unified

San Bernardino City Unified

Title VII

SanrGabriel Elementary

121

5p

43

3175

1.4

0.3

19

Escondido Union Elementary

519

42

9015

0.5

0.3

65

Tbrrance Unified

60

39

22582

0.2

0.3

122

Fullerton Joint Union High

61

39

12928

0.3

0.3

94

62

38

4716

0.8

0.3

41

TitleVII CM

63

38

2940

1.3

0.3

22

Title VII

64

37

25498

0.1

0.3

161

65\

37

12037

0.3

0.3

95

3.2

0.3

3

Hawthorne elementary

,gavenswocd City Elementary
Fremont 'Unified

Chaffey Union Hign
Mendota Union Elementary

Title VII

66\
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Appendix 3 (continued)

(1)

Rank By
NuMber
LES/NES
Vietnamese

District Name
Berryessa Union Elementary

Title VII CM

Bellflower Unified

(2)

-(3)

LES/NES
Vietnamese
Enrollment
Spring '80

Tbtal
District
Enrollment
Fall '79

(4)

LES/NES Vietnamese as a %
of District
Enrollment

(5)

Vietnamese
LES/NES as a
% of State Vietnamese LES/NES

(6)

Rank
Order
From
Column 4

67

36

9295

0.4

0.3

78

68

35

8701

0,4

0.2

79

E9

35

4003

0.9

0.2

37

70

35

19459

0:2

0.2

123

71

35

9056

0.4

0.2

80

72

35

13739

0.3

0.2

96

73

35

4374

0.8

0.2

42

74

34

12734

0,3

0.2

97

Mountain 7i.ew Elementary

75

34

2301

1.5

10.2

16

Richmond Unified

76

33

28582

0.1

0.2

162

Novato Unified

77

33

9507

0.3

0.2

98

Huntington Beacn City Elementary

78

33

6914

0.5

0.2

66

Compton Un fied

79

32

29485

0.1

0.2

163

80

32

11714

0.3

0.2

99

Lennox Elementary

Title VII

Grossmont Union High
Vista Unified

Title VII

Cupertino,Union Elementary
Moreland Elementary
Downey Unified

Title VII

Title VII

Cajon Valle,, Union Elementary

Mountain View elementary

Title VII

81

30

;210

0.5

0.2

67

El Monte Elementary

Title VII

82

29

8814

0.3

0.2

100

Goleta Unicn Elementary

83

28

4247

0.7

0.2

Alameda City Unified

84

27

8358

0.3

0.2

101

0.2

56
51

50'

Little Lake City Elementary

85

27

4241

0.6

Buena Park Elementary

86

27

3815

0.7

0.2

87

27

3929

0.7

0.2

52

0.2

0.2

124

Mountain View Los Altos
Oxnard Union High

Title VII

88

10509

25

71

Appendix 3 (oontinued)

(1)

Rank By
Number
LES/NES
Vietnamese

District Name

(2)

(4)

(3)

LES/NES
Vietnamese
Enrollment
Spring '80

Total
District
Enrollment
Fall '79

(5)

LES/NES Vietnamese as a %
of District
Enrollment

Vietnamese
LES/NES as a
% of State Vietnamese LES/NES

(6)

Rank
Crder
From
Column 1

Culver City Unified

Title VII

89

23

5392

0.4

0.2

81

Sequoia Union High

Title VII

90

23

8535

0.3

0.2

102

Santa Barbara City High

Title VII

91

23

7191

0.3

0.2

103

Milpitas Unified

Title VII CM

92

23

8467

*0.3

0.2

104

North Sacramento Eleme

93

22

3491

0.6

0.2

57

Burbank Unified

94

21

11942

0.2

0.1

125

Central Elementary

95

.20

2605

0.8

0.1

43

Inglewood Unified

Title VII

96

19

14179

0.1

0.1

164

Whisman Elementary

Title VII

97

19

1747

1.1

0.1

29

98

18

8451

0.2

0.1

126

99

18

24947

0.1

0.1

165

100

18

4243

0.4

0.1

82

Fairfield Suisun Unified

101

18

12695

0.1

0.1

166

Modesto City High

102

18

7886

0.2

0.1

127

Simi Valley Unified

103

18

20745

st 0.1

0.1

167

104

17

6981

4\0.2

0.1

128

Elk Grove Unified

105

17

11615.

0.1

168

Cambrian Elementary

106

17

2409

0.7

0.1

53

Modesto City Elementary

107

17

10955

0.2

0.1

129

Conejo Valley Unified

108

17

19682

0.1

0.1

169

109

16

9154

0.2

0.1

130

110

16

4988

0.3

0.1

105

8:mita Unified

Montebello Unified

Title VII

:Cypress Elementary

El Monte Union High

Title VII

N0.1

k

1

Azusa Unified

Whittier City Elementary

Title VII

-in
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Appendix 3 (continued)

(1)

Rank By

Numbr
LES/NES

Vietnamse

DIstrict Name

San Rafael City High

111

(2)

LES/NES
Vietnamese
Enrollment
Spring '80
16

(3)

Tbtal
District
Enrollment
Fall '79

.

(4)

(5)

LES/NES Vietnamese as a %
of District
Enrollment

Vietnamese
LES/NES as a
% of State Vietnamese LES/NES

(6)

Rank
Order
From
Column 4

3103

0.5

0.1

68

112

16

10571

0.2

0.1

131

Sylvan Union Elementary

113

16

4136

0.4

0.1

83

San Lorenzo Unified

114

15

8389

0.2

0.1

132

Capistrano Unified

115

15

16954

0.1

0.1

170

Saddleback Valley Unified

116

15

19643

0.1

0.1

171

Grant,Joint Union High

c17

15

10870

0.1

0.1

172

118

15

13506

0.1

0.1

173

119

14

9612

0.1

0.1

174

133

Cceanside City Unified

Chula Vista City Elementary

Title VII

Title VII

Alvord Unified

6608

0.2

0.1

13718

0.1

0.1

175

13

7582

0.2

0.1

134

13

3591

0.4

0.1

84

goreno Valley Unified

120

14

Lodi Unified

121

1

122
123

Newark Unified

South Pasadena Unified

Title VII

,

73
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Appendix 4

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

A.

Classroom Instructional Materials for Vietnamese Bilingual Programs
1.

elementary school level
Alameda County Office of Education. Fairy Storms. Hayward,
California:
Instructional Support Services Unit,
1981.

Vietnamese version.
.
Polk Stories. Hayward, California:
Support Services Unit, 1981.
Vietnamese version.

Instructional

.
Once There Was an Elephant. Hayward, California:
Instructional Support Services Unit, 1981.

Vietnamese version.
'.. 6,ories
From
Hayward, 'alifornia:

Old ChinaStories From Mexico.
Instructional Support Services

Unit, 1980.
Vietnamese version.
.
Vietnamese Folktales. Hayward , California:
Instructional Support Services Unit, 1980.

Vietnamese/English.

BABEL. The Fables: Vietnamese Reading (K-4). The Skinny

Chickens and the Fat Hens; The Donkey and the Fox; The
Two Donkeys; The Fibbing Shepherd; The Crow and the Fox ;

Who Will Place the Rattle on the Cat?; The Wise Turtle.
Berkeley, California:

BABEL, 1977.
V

.
Social Studies Unit for Vietnamese Children in the
U.S.A. Berkeley, California: BABEL, 1977.

Teacher Handbook.

74
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.
Vietnamese/English Illustrated Vocabulary Series.
Berkeley, California: BABEL, 1978.
Levels 1, 2, and 3.

Bill, BA, Van, and Pham, Hai Nan. Tdp Doc, I, II. Toronto,
Canada:

Que Huong Editors, 1977.

Reading levels 1 and 2.

Center for Applied Lihguistics. Il Learn the Vietnamese Syllabled Era ii9e VA; Il Learn to Read.] Em Boc viqt-'
Nyit; II Study ilrithmetic.I Em IlQc Todn; (National History d Queic-Stl; II Hnd Out About Science.) Em

lliu Khoa-lloc; 180 Gamesd 80 Tr5 Chth Lath Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, no date.
Vietnamese textbook. Grades 1-5. This series was developed by the Ministry of Education in Saigon and was
the official textbook series used in public schools in
yietnam.
Dunking, Leslie. The Nightmare. Hayward, California: Alameda County Office of Education, 1980.
Vietnamese version. ControHed reader. 300-word vowbulary.
Grand Rapids Public Schools. (Let's Learn Vietnamese.] Em
Iloc Tieno V471. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Grand Rapids
Public Schools, 1978.
Seven volumes with teacher's manuals.
.
Vietnamese Alphabet Coloring Book. Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Grand Rapids Public Schools 1976.

Institute for Intercultural Studies.
The Pleffge of Allegiance/Lth NguyOn Trung-Thanh. Los Angeles, California:
Institute for Intercultural Studies, 1978.
Vietnamese/English.

Long Beach Unified School District., Sore Men Who Explored
Arnerica/Nhang Ng Lich Thdm-iliem Mr, Chau; Two Heroes of

the American Revolution:
quis De La Fayette/ Hai

Long Beach, California:
ect, 1978.

,Vietnamese/English.

George Washington, The Mar-

Anh- Hang CdaCdch-Mang Boa-

.

Southeast Asian Learners Proj-
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San Diego City Schools. The Cat and the Rai; The liappy Taxi
Cab, Tuong's Special Day; Where is Pete? San Diego,
California: San Diego City Schools, 1978.
Designed to act as Vietnamese/English bilingual preprimer/primer level readers.
.
U.S. Constitution Translated into Vietnamese.
Diego, California: San Diego City Schools, 1976.

San

Vietnamese/English.
.
Vietnamese Spelling/Alphabet 13ook.
California: San Diego City Schools, 1977.

San Diego,

San Diego State University. Popular Stories From Vietnam.
San Diego, California:
Institute for Cultural Pluralism, School of Education, 1979.
Vietnamese/English.

Sesma, Candido. English in One Year. Los Angeles, California:
Sesma's Multilingual Foreign Language Series, .
Orbis Publications, 1979.
Vietnamese/English.
"

Stockton Unified, School District.

The Betel and, the Areca/,

Truye'n Trau Cau; The Lady of Nam-Xdông/4'hieu-phu NamXddng; A Hero Diplomat/4i Nh'a Ngocii-Giao Anh-Hang; The

Legend of the Firecrackers/quyen-thoai vg. Phdo; The
Legend of the Narcissus/Buyen-thogi vt iloa Thtly-Tign.
Stockton, California:
Multilingual-Multicultural Education Vietnamese Project, 1976.
Vietnamese/English._ Elementary level.

Trgn, -Dien Van. In Gritter, Winabelle (Ed.), aTiCh NhiSkokie,
Dicng (3 Quyen). Children's Tales (3 Volt.).
Illinois: National Textbook Company, 1981.
Vietnamese/English.
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2.

Secondary school level

Alameda'County Office of Education. A Nation Conceived and
Dedicated (U.S. History, Vol. 1: 1620-1860); Old Hate-New Hope (U.S. History, Vol. 2: 1860-1914). Hayward,
California: instructional Support Services Unit, 1981.
Vietnamese translation.
BABEL, Inc.
English/Vietnamese Scientific Terminology.
Book 1: Mathematics; Book 2: Physics; Book 3: Geography; Book LI: Chemistry; Book 5: Natural Sciences; Book
6:
Government and History; Book 7:
Mathematics.
Berkeley, California: BABEL, 1978.

Level 2 (for high school and junior college students).
Um, B3o Van. [General Knowledge About Vietnam.] Vi4t-Nam
Thddng-Thilc, 3980; [Vietnam Classical Poetry':] Thi-Ca
C8I.Dleh, 1978; [Vietnamese Modern Poetry.] Thi-Ca Tien-

Chin Ala Ilin-Dai, 1978; [The Poetry of Yen-Do and Tu
Xuong.] Thd Nem Yen-Dd Vd- Til-Xildng, 1980. Toronto,
Que-Huong Editors.

Canada:

Caldwell, John C. Let's Visit Vietnam.
Day Co., 1969.

New York:, 1 he John

Chinnock, Frank W. Kim--A Gift from Vietnam.
World Publishing Co., 1971.

New York:

Coburn, Jewell Reinhart. Beyond the East Wind:
Thousand Oaks,
Folk-Tales of Vietnam.
Burn, Hart & Co., 1976.

California:

-

Constant, Helen. First Snow.

New York:

Legends &

Alfred A. Knopf,

1974.

Cooke, David C. Vietnam: The Country, The People.
York: W. W. Norton, 1968.

New

Dareff, Hal. The Story of Vietnam: A Background Book for
Young People.
New York:
Parents' Magazine Press,
1966.

Dixon, Paige. Promises to Keep. New York: Atheneum, 1974.

47%
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Foi-ney,'Inor. In Joann Robinson (Ed.), is lhan, A Boy of Vietnam. Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1967.

.

0

Graham, Gall B. The Beggar in the Blanket and Other Vietnamese Tales. New York: The Dial Press, 1970.

H5, Pinking Mai. (History of the Vietnamese Struggle Against
French.) Vietnam Khdng-Phdp Si2; (Geography of Vietnam.)
ia-14 ViVt-Nam. San Jose, California: Mai-Hien Publishing Co., 1978.

(Short History of Vietnamese Civilization.) Ltic/c.
-sa Vern-Minh Vi4t-Nam. San Jose, California: Mai-Hi0n
Publishing Co., 1970.
Le, Keng B. Modern English fo Vietnamese Learners. Houston, Texas: Zieleks Co., 1978.
(Vietnamese/Englishrrench
, and Vtl, Ant; Ngoc.
Idioms.) Theinh-Ngt1 ViP-Anh Phdp. Houston, Texas:
Zieleks Co., 1978.

Long Beach Unified School District. Earthquake. Long Beach,
California: Southeast Aflan Learners Project, 1978.
Excerpt from a pamphlet by the United States Department
of Commerce and Mineral Information Service. Multilinz,
gual: Engliso/Vietnamese/Lao/Cambodian.
..

. Experiences in Government for Southeast Asian
Southeast Asian
Long Beach, California.
Students
Learners Project, 1978-1979.

Multilingual: English/Chinese/Lao/Cambodian/Vietnamese.
.

nia:

Math Words/Danh-Ta Todn-lloc. Long Beach, CaliforSoutheast Asian Learners Project, 1979.

Vietnamese/English for junior high school students.

(patterns of Verb Usage in English.] du Dting
.
---70Fig-Tt1 Anh-Ngg. Long Beach, California: Southeast
Asian Learners Project, 1978.
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.
Social Studies Words. Long Beach, California:
Southeast Asian Learners Project, 1979.
For junior high school students.

Miflwest Indochinese Resource Celiter.

U.S. History, A Viet-

namese Supplement; Biolog9-, A Vietnamese Supplement;
PlAysics, A VietnameseSupplement; Chemistry, A Vietnamese Supplement; Mathematics, A Vietnamese Supplement.
Arlington Heights, Illinois:
Bilingual Education Ser-

t

vice Center, 1977.

These publications serve to supply terminology, narrative, and background information especially useful in
ESL training.
San Diego City Schools. [Math Terminoloay List for High
School and Junior College Students.) Ta-Nga Todn-Hoc.
San Diego, California: San Diego City Schools 1976.
.

This is America,

Diego City Schools, 1979.
Vietnamese translation.

San Diego, CaliforrtJa:

San

San Francisco Unified School District'. U. S. History. San
Francisco, California:
San Francisco Unified School
District, 1978.
Vietnamese/English with Glossary.
Schultz, George F. Vietnamese Legends.
Charles E. Tuttle, 1965.

Rutland, Vermont:

Stockton

Unified ,School District.
Vietnamese History in
Bricf/,Vern T5t Vdi Hang Lich-Stl Vi4t-Nam; A Hero Diploma.t/§10 Nha Ngoqi-Giao Anh-fiting; Rural Life in Vietnam/
DrSOrtg Than-Que Vi4tnam; Benjamin.Franklin, George
Washington, The First Thanksgiving/La Ta On-Defu Tian.
Stockton, California:
Multilingual-Multicultural Education,Vietnamese Project, 1976..
Vietnamese/English.

Sun, Ruth Q.
Vietnam.
1957.

Land of the Seagull and Fox:

Rutland, Vermont:

Folk Tales of

Charles E. Tuttle, Co.,
4.
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ye, -Dinh. The Toad ii the Emperor's Uncle. Garden City, New
York: Doubleday 6 Co., 1970.

Wilder, H., Ludlum, Robert, and Brown, Harriet M. This is
America's Story (Nguyen Manh Quang, trans.). Tacoma,
Tacoma Public Schools, Bilingual Education

Washington:

Office, 1978.
,
Dictionaries

3.

-D5o, V; -Dsang. 1French'-Vieinamese Dictionary; Vietnamese
French. Dictionary. . Lancaster, Pennsykyania: Xugn-Thu
Co., 1980.

Le, KOng B. Td Dien etim-Thoai V iet-Anh/Vietnamese/English
Conversation Dictioriary. Houston, Texas: Zieleks Pub7
lishing Co., 1978.
.
Tti Dien Tieu-Chudn Anh Viet, Viet-Anh/Standard
Pronouncing English/Vietnamese, Vietnamese/English DicHouston, Texas:
tionary.
Zieleks Publishing Co.,

1978.

Nghiesm, Dpy.

English/Vietnamese Dictionary of Electricity &
Electronics Terms'. Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Xugn Thu
Co., 1978.

Nghitm, Gi Tht.

English/Vietnamese Dictionary of Technical
Terms. Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Xuen-Thu Co., 1979.
. .,,

Nguyen, -Dinh-Hoa. Hoa's Essential English-Vietnamese Dictionary. Carbondale, Illinois: Asia Books, 1980.
.
Vietnamese English Dictionary.
Charles E. Tuttle, 1966.

Rutland, Vermont:

\

,
Vietnamese English Student Dictionary (Rev. ed.).
Carbondale, Illinois:
Southern Illinois Press, 1971.
.

'...'

Nguyen,. Khan Van. Vietnamese-English & Englisn Vietnampse
Dictionary; Vietnamese-English Dictionary; English-

Vietnamese Dictionary; General English-Vietnamese Dictionary. Glendale, California: Dainam Co., 1976.
..:

a

Nguyen, Trqng litiu. English/Vietnamese Dictionary of Military
Terms. Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Xugn Thu Co., 1979.
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Sources for Vietnamese Language Materials
(Following is a list of bookstores and other agencies that
specialize in Vietnamese language materias.)

ALAMEDA COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATIth
Learning Resource Services
685 A Street
Hayward, CA 94541
B.A.B.E.L. INC.
255 East 14th Street
Cakland, CA 94606
(415) 451-0511

BILINGUAL EDUCATICN TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE CENTER (BETAC)
Tacoma School District t10
708 South G Street
Tacoma, WA 98405
BUI, BAD VAN (Que Hddng Editors)
15 Rochdale Avenue
TOronto, Canada M6E 1W9
(416) 653-2094

BURN, HART AND COMPANY
Box 1772
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(805) 498-3985
CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION
Office of Bilingual-Bicultural
Education
721 Capitcd Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-2872
CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS-NITAC
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209*
(800) 336-3040
CENTER FOR VIETNAMESE STUDIES
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale '
Carbondale, IL 62910
(618) 536-3385

CCMPREHENSIVF EDUCATIONAL
ASSXSTANCE CENTER
Californig State University,
Fullerton
800 Nbrth State College Boulevard
Fulleiton, CA 92634
(714) 773-3994
.

U.ILINAM COMPANY

1145 Vibla Avenue
Glendale, CA 91202
(2131,244-0135

GRAND RAPIDS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Bilingual Department
143 Bostwick, Northeast
Grand Rapids, MI 49502
.

IND)CHINESE MATERIALS CENTER
United States Office of
Education --Region VII
601 East 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
INSTITUTE FOR CULTURAL: PLURALISM
College of Education
San Diego State University
San.Diego, CN 92182

IDNG BEACH UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Southeast Asian Learning Project
(SEAL)

701 Locust Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90813
(213) 436-9931
MAI-HIEN PUBLISHING CO.
889 Peter Pan Avenue
San Jose, CA-95116

MID-AMERICA CENTER FOR BILINGUAL
MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
The University of Iowa
N. 310 Q.H. Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 353-5400
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MIDWEST INCOCH1NESE RESOURCE
CENTER
Bilingual Education Service Center
'500 South Dwyer Avenue
Arlington.Heights, IL 60005
(312) 255-9820

71

SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT

VIETNAMESE BILINGUAL
ESEA. Title VII

135 Van Ness Avenue

San Ftancisco, 194012
(415) 565-9000

MULTILINGUAL EDUCATION RESOURCE
INFORMATION & TRAINING CENTER
(MERIT)

Ritter Annex, Room 995
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-6258

STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Officeof Multilingual
Multicultural Education
55 West Flora Street
Stockton, CA 95202
(209) 944-4300

.NATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY
8259'Niles Center Road
Skokie, IL 60076
(312) 679-4210

VIETNAMESE BOOIOSTORE
P. 0. Box 66
Lancaster, PA 17604
(717) 299-0613

REGIONAL BILIOGUAL TRAINING
RESOURCE CENTER
131 Livingston Street, Room 204
Brooklyn, NY 11201

ZIELEKS PUBLISHING 00.
3046 Golfcrest Boulevard, #11
Houston, TX 77087
(713) 645-9861

SAN DIEGO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT
Office of Bilingual Educat.I.on

4100 Normal Street
San Diego, CA 92103
(714) 298-8120

C.

I.

Vietnamese Bilingual Teacher Training Institutions,in California

California"State University,
Long Beach*
School of Education
.1250 Bellflower Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90840
(213) 498-453p/

San Jose State University
125 South 7th Street
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 277-2946

San Diego State UniVeraity*
Multicultural EduCation
5300 Campanile Drive.
San Diego, CA 92182
(714) 265-6092 or 65-5155

*These institutions haVe ESEN, Title VII Fellowship Programs._
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ersIMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS AND MEDIA'SERVICES

A.

Community organitations

FIREHYY
ViPtnamese Mutual Association
Attn:
Mr. Tho Ngoc Ldu
P.o. Box 2244
Berkeley, CA 94702

Associated Collage 6 Indochinese
Refugee Family Serxrices
Attn: Mt. Tbny Nguyen

1670 Wfahire Bouleavd
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 434-8710

(41-4) 843-4246

FRESta

Vietnarliese Association of the

:entral Valley
Attn: Mr. Cung Tién Ciang
6'633 N. Rrodngton Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704
(209) 439-0648

Association of Former Students of
National Institute of Administration
(Hdi col Sinh-vien Qu8c-Gia
HAnh-Chinh).
1

Attn:
mr. Lien -Dfirth Nguyen
3525 E. Elm ptreet
Brea, CA 92621
,
(714) 993-3029

CongregaEion of Vietnamese Buddhist in
the USA
Atta:

L26 ALICF

Vietnamese Catholic Federation
in U.S.A.
1
Attn:
Nev. Tinh Van Nguyen/
mr. Thiln GclIng TrAnn

clo St. Patrick's College
23199 St. Joseph Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 465-1057 or 965-8428

III; MMUS
American Vietnam Chinese
Friendship Association
Attn: Mr. Coong Siu Ly
900 Avila Street
Los AngelPs, CA 90005
(213) 620-8811 or 624-8636

APV. ThiCh Mien, Giic/

Dr. Thu;n Quang TtAn
863 South Berendo Street
Los Angeles, CA 90005
(213) 384-9638
Hacienda-La Puente Vietnamese
Association
Mr. VUo Cao Nguyin
Attn:
1439 Farmstead Avenue
'Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
(213) 961-1073,
Hawthorne Vietnamese Alliance
Church
Attn:
Rev. Samuel Ong Hien
12711 South Menlo Avenue
Has.thorne, CA 90250
(213) 644-4661
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lndpchimese WhimenLs Association
Attn: Mts. Thu-Diem Vu
7050 pellet;
Downey, CA 90241
(213) 928-2895

Long Beach Vietnamese Alliance
Church
Rev. Nam Vin Pham
Attn:
3331 Palo Verde
Long Beach, CA 90808
(213) 429-0212
North Hollywood Vietnamese
Alliance Church
.
Rev. uidng Hdu Nguyen
Attn:
11914 Oxnard
Hollywood, CA 91606
(213) 763-1934
Pacific Horizon Inc
Sister Nicole Nguyen
Attn:
760 East Graves Avenue
Rosemead, CA 91770
(213) 571-1600 or 280-6510
Pasadena Vietnamese Alliance
Church
Rev. Tfin Minh Pham
2113 East Villa Street
Pasadena, CA 91107
(213) 796-1483

Attn:

United Vietnamese Foundation
of America,, Inc.
Dr. Tin Kien Bi
Attn:

117 East Main Street
Alhambra, CA 91801
(213) 289-8560

Vietnamese Alliance Association
Attn: Mr. Hai'Dinh Le
6278 Alameda Stieet
Long BeaCh, CA 90815
(2131 598-1560'
Vietnamese Association in
California
Attn: Dr. Mai Van Trgh
1400 West 9th Street
Los Angelep, CA 90013
(213) 385-7211

Vietnamese Association in
Los Angeles
Attn: Mr. Heu-)qc Pham
1044 Manhattan Bnanch BouleVard
Lawndale, CA 90200
(213) 370-3938
Vietnamese Catilolic Community of
Burbank
Rev. -DO Vin Phan
itttn:
2010 West Olive Avenue
Burbank, CA,915d6
(213) 841-0945 or 845-5898

Vietnamese CathOlic Community.of
L. A.
Attn: Mr. HemiKim Nguyen
1529 Lafayette:Street

San Gabriel, CA 91776
(213) 571-7822

Vietnamese Christian Youth
Fellowship
Attn: Dr. Bgu Ngocilapq
3529 West'132nd:Street
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 970-0289
Vietnamese Community Center
Attn:

Mr. Thien Bi

1553 North-Wdpon Av,enue
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Vietnamese CommUnity of San
Gabriel Valley
Attn: Mr. Tem ding Le
104-106 North Union Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90026
Vietnamese Fbundation
Mr. Nho Ttqng Nguyen
804 Morris Place
Montebello, CA 90640
(213) 724-9581
Attn:

Vietnamese Mutual.Association
Attn: Mr. Mien Van Hoang
3741 Midvale Avenue #2
Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213) 559-4801
.o,
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Vietnamese Refugee Community
Indochinese Resettlement Agency
Attn: Mr. Thanh Ha Hoing
P.O. Box 2497
Canoga Park, CA 91306
(213) 893-6710
Vietnamese United Buddhist
Churches in the USA
Rev. Thich MciA Giic
863 South Berendo Street
LDS Angeles, CA 90005
(213) 384-9638
Attn:

Education
Vietnamese Youth
Associations, Inc.
Attn: 'Mr. Han Thanh
P.O. Box 2186
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 469-6616
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Associatice of Vie5pamese Doctors
Vu, M.D.
Attn: Cah
18356 Santa Joanna
Pountain Valley, CA 92704
(714) 464-5061
California Association for
Vietnamese-American !Education
Attn: Mai Anh Thi Gang
1555 Mesa Verde East, 427L
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 034-3827
Can Tho Mutual Benefit Non-Profit
Corporation
Ho:i)
icfn
Attn:

Thdg
Hy vih Tan, Pres.

1042 *ast Wilshire Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92707
(714) 979-2208

Vietnamese Fisherman Association
of Monterey Bay
Attn: Mr. Khoa Nguyin/Mio Coin
1340 Hilby Avenue
Seaside, CA 93955

Free Vietnamese Association in
Western USA
(HOi NgS6i Viet TX) Do Tpi mi46
Tay Hoa Ki)
Attn: ThuAn Phac NguYin, Pres.
3752 Hendrix Street
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 551-8835

OAKLAND

Nationalist Vietnamese Action
Center

MCNIERE'Y COUt/TY

(Trung TAm Sinh Haat Mid& Vit
Indochinese Ecumenical Community
Center
Attn: Mr. Van Minh Trgn
First United Methodist Church
2353 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 444-8171

ORANGE COUNIY
Advisory Vietnamese Community
Rouniation
Mr. Vinh Kim Tham
Attn:
20112 Moon Tide Circle
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
(714) 963-7654

At n:

Gia)
Sdn Giang flAng

2343 West First Street
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714),558-0902
(\erseas Vietnamese Buddhist
Community
,
Viit Nam T.
CON:Clang Etat
Hai Ngopi)
Lan Ng9c Phpm, Gen. Sec.
Attn:
4602 Kimberwick Circle
Irvine, CA(92714
(714) 551-8119

ss
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Santa Ana Vietnamese Alliance
Church
Attn:
Rev. Van Dai
2120 Cypress Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92702
(714) 898-0213
Vietnamese American Association
Attn:

REDVSX0 CITY
Association of Cultural-and Social
Advancement tor Vietnamsse
Attn: Mr. Canb Van Nguyen
905 Stansbaugh Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 368-4200
.

Dr. Sung Van Ong

2306 W. Rowland Drive
Santa Ana, CA 92702
(714) 834-5855

faVERSICC COUNTY

Vietnamese Catolic Comnunitt
Vietnamese Catholic Center
Vietnamese Catholic Community
in the Diocese of Orange Co.
Attn:
Rev. HA Thanh Ear/Mr. Ttyin
Ngipc.Oinh (Chairman)

8113 Fillmore Drive
Stanton, CA 90580
(714) 963-3739

Attn:

Rev. -Dith Thanh Nguyin/
Mr. Tfch Cuaog Li
4268 Lime Street
Riverside, CA'N2501
(714) 686-4004

sAamerno

Vietnamese COmmunity in Orange
COunty
Attn: Mr. TWIng Cat Nguyin
9107 Bolsa Avenue
Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 894-9875

Vietnamese Buddhist bssociation

Vietnamese Mutual Association
(Viit Nan ItOng TtiH4i)
Attn:
Long Van Nguyen, Pres.
14341Cedarwood Avenue
Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 551-8119

Attn: Reit. vy Van Nguyen
1017 11th Street
Sacranento; Ch 95814
(916) 447-1876

Attn: P. Mai Nguyen
3119 Alta Arden tspressway

Sacramento, Ch 9825
(916) 481-8781

Vietnanese Catholic Oommrity

Vietnamese United Buddhist
Church in the United Stazes
Chapter in Orange,County
()Sng

PhAt Ta Viit Nam TO

Vietnamese COmmUnity in
Sacramento!. Inc.
Attn: Mr. Ban Nigoc Nquyin
P.O. Box,22426'

Sacramento, CA 95822
(916) 445-2872

Orange Couniy)

Attn: Mdcanh CUng, Chairman
2028 1'e:5i Maadden Street
Santa Ana, Ch 92704
(714) 546-0306

SAM BARBARA

Vietnamese Youth Center
Attn: Rev. HAi Nguy6
12211 Magnolia Ptreet

Attn: Kr. Han Ngoc N4461
c/o Indochinese COamunity Program
609 East Haley Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 965-7045

Vietnamese Refugee Mutual Assistance

Association in.Santa Bubara

Garde Grove, CA 92642
(714) 750-5757

tppendix

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Association of Sponsors .pf
Vietnamese Refugees
Attn: mr. Linh Tht 1g6
5189 Running Bear Drive
San Jose, CA 95136

Association of Vietnamese

Elderly of the Bay Apa
Attn:

Mr. /kip Xuan Ot

cio IRCC
999 Newhall Street
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 984-8614, ext. 33; or
279-8097
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Vietnameasjimerican Asszciation
Attn:
Mr. Trgh Gang Thin
4162 Crescendo Avenue

San Jose, CA 95136
(408) 225-9018
Vietnamese Baptist Mission.,
Attn:
Rev. Van Cong Nguyen
10505 Miller Avenue
cupertino, CA 95014

(40) 252-1191
Vietnamese Buddhist Association
Attn: Rev. ThiCh Thanh Cht
763 Conohoe Street
East Palo Alto, CA 94303

California Vietnamese Lawyers
Association
Attn: Mr. TUyen Ngoc Vu
1073 Wunderlick Drive
San jose, CA 95129
(408) 446-1251

Vietnamese Catholic Federation
in USA

East West Institutp
Mr. Ngoc The VU
P.O. Box 61655
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Vietnamese Clergy.fissociation
Attn: Rev. Nguyen Van Tinh
Box 151
Mountain View, CA 94042
(415) 965-1057 or 965-8428

Attn:

Indochinese Resettlement &
Cultural Center Inc.
Attn: Mr. Yklong Adrong
4319 Arpeggio Avenue
San Jose, CA 95136
(908) 226-3715

logio Mariae Catholic Community
tor Mothers
1
Attn: Ms. Lien/Ms. MSu'Ibi Nguyen
775 Oak Street 11
mountain View, CA 95112
Santa Clara Vietnamese Alliance
Church
2
Attn: Rev. Mai Xuan Nguyen
1901 Cottle Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
(408) 379-5121

411.

Attn:
Rev. T'inh Van Nguyen
40 St. Patrick's College'
P.O. Box 151

Mountain View, CA 99042

Vietnamese CUltural Association
of Santa Clara
Attn: Mr. L6c Van Vu
1257 Runshaw Place
San Jose, CA 95121
(408) 629-4787

Vietnamese Frieaghip Association
Attn:
Kr. Chdealtinh 445
996 Henderson Avenue, Mom 1
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
,

Vietnamese studepts Parents
Association
Attn:

Mr. Giang Lam Wan

388 Memphis Drive
Campbell, CA 95088
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Vietnamese Veterans Associietion
Attn: Mr. Phic Xuin Nguygn
3724 Dundale Drive
San Jose, Ch 95121
(408) 225-1900, ext. 3306
cr 629-3370

%It

Vietnamese Women Association
Attn:
Mrs. Trddng Phqm
682 Starr
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 247-3058
Vincent Ascencion Church
Attn:
Rev. Bich NgociBinh
12072 Miller Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 255-4695

SAN DIEGO COUNI'Y

Boat People S.C.S...Committee
Attn: Mr. Khvg lidu.Nguygn/
Dr. Xdang HiJu Nguygn
3202 Annrae Street
San Diego, CA 92123

Ceinamese Buddhist Association
Attn:
Mr. Xum Vor,-Pres.
8623 TOmmy Drive

San Diego, Ch 92119
(714) 469-4065
Vietnamese Catholic Community
of San Diego
Attn:
Rev. Long Kim Pham
c/o St. Joseph Cathedral
1535 Third Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
(714) 239-0229
Vietnamese Community Foundation
Attn: Mr. 'Tan Oluang Phan
5151 College Gardena Court
San Diego, CA 92115
(714) 582-1270
Vietnamese Cultural Association
Attn: Mr. Khoa Vgn Lg
2840 East 7th Street, Suite 3
National City, CA 92050
(714) 963-7654

(710-292-6911

Vietnamese Educational 6
Cultural Association

Hung itAsong Youth Organization

Attn: Mr. 'Iran Minh VII
11712 Giles Way

Attni üi QU8c Chu
1065-Scott Sbreet
San Diego, CA 92106
(714) 222-4064

San Diego Vietnamese Alliance
Church
Hev. TOdi Hlu Nguyen
Attn:
10806 New Salem Terrace
San Diego, CA 92126
(714) 566-1362

Vietnamese A4ianc% Association
Attn:

Dr. )(doing Hdu Nguyen

4635 Sauk Avenue
San Diego, CA 92050
(714) 29276911

San Diego, CA 92126
(714) 566-4593
Vietnamese Festival Organizing
Committee
4
1
Attn: Mr. Gii Hdu Nguyen
11712 Giles Way
San Diego, CA 91126
(714) 292-6911
Vietnamese Friendship l'asOgiation
Attn: Mr. Dddog Vgn Nguyen
3311 Menard Street
National City, CA 92050
(714) 475-6855 or 292-6911
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SAN FRANCISCO

Vietnamese Catholic Association
Attn:
Rev. Ph6c Dinh Trgn/
Sister 13sa1yne
3696 Clay Street
San Francisco, CA 94116
(415) 346-3039 or 346-5505

Boat People Sponsoring.
Association
Attn: Mr. CgnhOk:Cting
1318 Natoma

San Francisco, CA 94103
Chinese Indochina Benevolent
Association
Attn:
Mt. Chang Vgn Hoa
P.O. BDIC 99623

San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 566-5232

Vietnamese Frienddhip Association
and Mutual Assistance
Attn: Mr. Linh ligcr
1655 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-3500

San Francisco Vietnipmese
AllianCe Church
Attn: Rev. Long 4dn Hda
4008 Moriega Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 665-7316

Vietnam Chinese Mutual Aid and
Friendship Association
Attn: Mr. Uhg Sinh Tac
374 Eddy
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 775-2943
Vietnam Nationalist Benevolent
Organization, Inc.
Attn.:
cr. mihh Quang Pham
3575 mission street
San Franciscb, CA 94110
(415) 285-2866

Vietrwese Baptist Church N
Attn:

Vietnamese Education AssOciation
Attn: Mr. Nni tOilg
467 Barlett St., W. 3
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 431-3500

Rev. Niga Thing Nguyen

c/o Baptist Mission Church
1282 25th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 665-4923

.

Vietnamese Student Parents
Association of San Francisco
Attn: Bilk) Ph6 tiguyn
909 Faxon Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 366-1877
Vietnamese Teacheis Association
Attn: Mr. an Th6c a
2242 21st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
(415) 665-4578

SAN MATEO
Vietnamese Mutual Assistance
Association
Attn: Mr. Peter V. Mang
2539 Hollsnd Street
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 843-7094

Vietnamese Buddhist Associ.tion
Attn: Rev. Thfeti Tinh

_Mrs. TdOn Thi Mai
243-245 Duboce Avenue
,San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-1322
,
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SANTA RC6A
Indochinese hmerican Gouncil, Inc.
P.O. Box 4566'
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
(707) 538-0248

STOCKTON
Vietnamese Catholic Association
of Stockton
Attn: Mr. Ve Hoang
2866 Pixie Drive
Stockton, CA 95202
(209) 462-8982

Vietnamese Community, Inse
Dr. Leim-Lienh Nguyen
Attn:
125 W. Barrymore Street
Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 462-4625

WALNUT CRSEK

American Vietnamese Association
Attn:

Mr. ThOng sign Trdong

2116 N. Main Street, Suite D
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 930-0288
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B. Radio Stations

VOICE OF INDOCHINESE COMMUNITY (San Diego)
KPBS 89.5 FM
(EVery Saturday: 8:00-8:30 a.m.)
RADIO VIETNAM (Los Angeles)
107 FM
(EVery Friday: 7:00-8:30 a.m.)

NEW LIFEVIETNAMESE COMMUNITY OF ORANGE COUNTY
8.5 FM
(Evey Sunday:

KS

1:00-1:30 p.m.)

PHAT THANH TIENG VIET (Vietnamese Broadcast) Los Angeles
KMEX 107.1 FM'
(Every Saturday:

4:00-5:00 p.m.)

ASIA/PACIFIC AFFAIRS (Vietnamese Programs)
1.

KUSF (San Francisco) 90.3 FM
Monday to Friday: 5:45 -6:u0 p.m.

2.

KZFU (Stanford University) (San Mateo County and North
Santa Clara County) 90,1 FM
Monday to Friday: 7:00-7:10 a.m.
KSGS (California State University, San Jose)
(Southern Santa Clara County) 90.7 FM
Monday to Friday: 7:00-7:10 a.m.

The Vbice of America (VOA) is continuing its daily broadasts to
Southeast Asia in Vietnamese on the sollowing.shortwave
frequencies:
4

Washington, D.C. time (EST)
0700
0700
1730
1730

-

0900
0900
1800
1800

Kilocycles (KHz)

Meter Bands

9660
6145
17895

31.06
48.82
16.76
19.67

15250

.
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C.

Newspapers
HON VIET (Monthly)
7321 Dinwiddie Street
Downey, CA 90242
(213) 928-1650

'MANG CEN
P.O. Box 192
Glendale, CA 91209
(213) 246-6109

KHAI PHCNG (Monthly)
P.O. Box 85250
Hollywood, CA 90072
(213) 460-4580

VIET-NAM HAI-NOW (Monthly)

LIEN-LAC (Monthly)
P.O. Box 151
Mountain View,_C1_940.42L
(415) 965-1057 or 967-9501 .

nit TINH (Monthly)

NO&I VIET (Weekly)
9609 Bolsa Avrnue
Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 531-9491

NW& VleT *DC (Monthly)
P.O. Box 22426
Sacramento, CA 95822
NHAN CHIING

P.O. Box 1447
Garden Grove, CA 92642
(714) 750-4661

pd6r-GlAo VIEMAM (Monthly)
863 S. Berendo Street
Los Angeles, CA 90005
(213) 384-9634
A

WE HONG (Monthly)
2181 Valleywood Drive
San Bruno, CA 94066
(415) 589-9234
1QUAT 'IAN (Monthly)
2342 W. 1st Street
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714) 558-0902

Box'33627
San Diego, CA 92103
(714) 692-3680

BDX 20537
loR Angeles,__CA_900J6
(213) 382-0374

j
Appendix 6

VIETHMESL LINGUISTIC TABLES

Table A
-Vietnamese Vbwel System

Wooded_
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Table B

Vietnamese Consonant System

Point of ar-

ticolation

/
Retroflex or

Planner

palato-

of

articulation

Bi-

labial

Labiodental Dental

Alveolar

alve-

olar

Palatal

Velar

Glottal

_

Stops
Vls

(4)

unas

asp
S.

Vcd

Nasals

Spitants

Ii

Vls

Vcd

(5)

(j)

Lateral

Trill
Semivowels
_

hbbreviaticost

Vls

Voiceless

vci

%47liced

tinat,

Unaspitatski

Anp

AfplOited
sbunots rs-,)t navy's.)

)

I

)

Ftlenese statu-.

Pronemem esA exist len in all the Tam dia,lett5

41)
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Table C

.

Examples of Vietnamese Consonant Sounds
Stops (9)

/b/ with two allophones (p) and (b)
in complementary distribution:
(b) in ba (three) and (p) in
ticip (tower).

/t/ in

tat

(1 or me)

/tV in (h81 (cease)
dal (pair)

/t/ in Ure (bamboo)
/c/ ih cha (father)
ea (sing)
/kp

in ht)e (study)

/g/ in qan (liver)
Nasall (5)

/m/ in ma (ghost)

/n/ in 10 (he or him)
/p/ in nhd (house)
,/

in ntvi (ivory)

1/ pi i(7,1,1

(hair)
41

95
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Table C'(continued)

§.21.5111111 (8)

/f/ in phai (fade)
/v/ in voi (elephlant)

/s/ in xa (far)

/z/ in d$ (goat) does not occur in the
dialects of central and southern
Vietnam; it is substituted by /j/.

AV in sao (star) dbes not occur-in the
dialects of northern Vietnam.
/r/ in ruN (flies) occurs in the Central
and Southern dialects. This phoneme
does not occur in most dialects of
northern Vietnam.
/x/ in kh$ (dry)
/h/ in ho (cough)
Lateral (1)
/1/ in la

(shout)

Semivowels
Viel..namese has two semivowels.

They

are /w/ andjy/, which occur,in
diphthongs and triphthongs..
,

°v6
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Table D
Vietnamese Vbwel Letters

"a" represents the phoneme /a/ in suCh words as &I (sing)
or ba (threer.
"a" represents the phcneme R./ in such words as brip (corn)
cc rap (lid).

"a" reprrents the phoneme /a/ in such woids as alb') (lcm)
or cap (to issue).
gip
represents the phoneme /s/ in such words as xe (vehicle),
or nhe (light).

"e" represents the phoneme /e/ in such words as de (dike) or
bg (calf).

"i" represents the phcoeme /i/ in such words as di (go) or bi
(marbles).

"o" represents the phoneme /3/ in such words as cho(give), to
(big), oc the phoneme /w/ in such words as hoa (flower) or
toan (mathematics).
"o" regresents the phoneMe /0/ in such words as kilo' (dry) cc
mo (tomb),

"o" represents the phoneme /ay in such words as md (dreaM) or
td (silk).

"u" represents the phoneme /u/ in such words as du (to swing)
ngu(stupid, or the phoneme /w/ in such words as tuy
(although) or qujI (kneel).
.

"d" represents the phoneme /UU/ in such words as hir (spoiled)
or thu (letter).

"y" represents the phoneme /i/ in such words as ky (glass) or
ty (branch office).

.07

.
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Table F
Vietnamese Consonant Letters

_"b" represents the sound (b) in such words as ba (three) or
bcfn (to sell).

"c" represents the phoneme /k/ before all vowels except "e,"
"4," "i," and "y" in such words as
(fish) or cd (old).
"ch" represents the phoneme /c/ in such words as cha (father)
cc

che

(to protect).

"d" represents the semivowel /j/ in central and southern Vietnamese dialects and the phoneme /z/ cc /S/ in Northern
dialects in such words as 41 do (freedom) or do-clq (to
hesitate).
"d" represents the phoneme /d/ in such words as di (to go) or
dqc (to read).

"g" and "gh" represent the phoneme /g/ in such words as Op
(to meet) or ghet (to hate). The digraph "gh" only occurs
before "e," "S," and "i."
"gi" represents the semivowel /j/ in Central and Southern dialects and the phoneme /z/ in the Northern dialect in such
words as gia (old) or gqt (to wash clothes):
"k" represents the phonvme /k/ before "e," "e," "i," and "y"
in such words as ka (to tell) or "W (to sign).
"kh" represents the phoneme /x/ in such words as
praise) or kh6c (to weep).

khen

(to

represents the phoneme /1/ in such words as lerng (hair) or
hi (leaf).
rnn represents the phoneme /M/ in such words as me (mother) or

em (younger brother or sister).
"n" represents the phoneme /n/ in such words as A (name) or
ntm (to taste).
"ng" and "ngh" represent the phoneme 4/ in such words.as nga
(ivory) or nghe (to hear). "Ngh" occurs only before "e,"
and "i."

CI
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"nh" represents the phoneme /p/ in such words as nhci (house)
or Wu) (grape). '
rPpresents the sound (p) occUring only in the final position in such words as la0 (to repeat) or dep (beautiful).
In words borrowed from French, "p" can occur in the initial position.
"ph" represents the phoneme /f/ in such words as

phang

(room)

or Oat (right).
"q" represents the phoneme /k/
is al ays followed by the
phoneme. /wf=(iepresented by "u"
iting) in such words
as quen (to forget) or qui( (gift).
"r" represents the sound [r], which exists only in some,varieties of Vietnamese: the phoneme /z/ in the Northern dialect and the phoneme /3/ ,in the Central and Southern dialects-in such words as rah (snake) or rising (dragon).
"s" represents the phoneme /5/ in the Central dialect and most
Southern dialects and the phoneme /s/ in the Northern dialect in such words as stich (clean) or sao (star).
"t" represents the phoneme /t/ in such words as tau (train) or

tom (eight).
"th" represents the phoneme /t'/ in such words as thu (autumn)
or thqt (true).
"tr" represents the phoneme it/ in the Central and Southern
dialects in such words as frau (buffalo) or tre (bamboo).
In the Northern dialect, "tr" is pronounced /c/ as if it
were 'ch."
"v" represents the phoneme /v/ in the Central and Northern
dialects in such words as voi (elephant) or vim (enter).
In the Southern dialect, "v" is pronounced like /y/, /vy/,
or /by/.
"x" represents the phoneme /s/ in such words as xa (far) or
x6i (glutinous rice).

99
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Table F
Vietnamese none Marks
1.

(called au serc in Vietnamese) represents a breathy rising
tone,in such words as md (cheek) or Id (leaf).

(balleddau huyenin Vietnamese) represents the breathy
falling t9ne in such words as ma (but) or id

AD

(to be).

"9" (called au hSi in Vietnamese) represents the fallingrising.tone in such words as m& (toMh) or a (exhausted).

""" (called au nggin Vietnamese) represents the creaky rising tone in such words as mrri (horse) or lit (plain
water).

(called dau riCingin Vietnamese) represents the low falling
tone in such words as mg (young rice plant) orla (stranger).

A word written without any diacritic mark (called khang
Vietnamese) represents the level tone. Examples are ma
(ghost), la (to shout), or ca (to sing):

.42;
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Appendix 7

HOLIDAYS AND SPECIAL EVENTS CELEBRATED IN
THE VIETNAMESE COMMUNITY

Throughout the year, numerous holidays and special events are
observed by Vietnamese at home and abroad, wherever Vietnamese commu-

nities exist. Holidays such as the Lunar New Year and the Mid-Autumn
Festival are, characterized by traditions, customs, and ceremonies.
The Trung Sistere, Tran Hung Dads, and National Anniversaries are
important historical crates in the Vietnamese calendar, while Buddha's
All these traditional festivals
birthday is a religious celebration.
are based on the lunar calendar.

LUNAR NEW YEAR'S FeSTIVAL (nt)--First day of the fjrst month.

This is Vietnam's biggest celebration of the year and lasts

at

least three days. It corresponds to America's Christmas, New Year,
Thanksgiving, Memorial Day, and Fourth of July combined. It is a
family reunion, a spring festival, a national holiday, and everybody's birthday!
THE TRUNd SISTERS! ANNIVERSARY .(KY-ntdm Hai Ba Trting)--Sixth day

of the second month.

This is the anniversary of the death of the T rung Sisters, the
first heroines of Vietnam, who in 40 A.D. succeeded in driving the
Chinese out of Vietnam after 247 year.s of domination.

Three years

later they were defeated by General Mah Yuen, sent by the Han Empetilor

to retaliate. Surrounded by enemies, they were forced to jump Into
the Hat River and drowned. The T rung sisters are revered by Vietnamese as is Jeanne D'Arc in France.
,

THE VIETNAMESE NATIONAL ANNIVERSARY (1,8 Gio T8 Htilig-Vd6ng)--

Tenth day of the thircl month.

This is the anniversary of the death of King Hang Vddng, the
founder of the Vietnamese nation. It consists of a national commemorative ceremony performed by dignitaries in . traditional dress and attended by everyone.

101
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BUDDHA'S BIRTHDAY, (Le Ph4t an)--Eighth day of the fourth month.
Just., as

Christmas

is

the

Christian

celebration

of

Christ's

birth, Le Pt.* Odn is celebrated by the world's Buddhists as the anniversary a Buddha's birth. Celebrations take place in ,pagodas
throughout the country.'
MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL (Ttt Trung-ThuiFifteenth daY of the eighth
month.

As its name implies, this children's festival falls on the fifteenth day of the lunar month of August. On that night, children parade along the streets holding lanterns and singing. The highlighI

of the procession is the Unicorn Dance, aEcompanied by drum and cymbals. Besides being fun for children, Tet Trung-Thu is also an occasion for family gatherings and special treats of mooncakes, fruit
preserves, and candies.
THE ANNIVERSARY OF HUNG DAO (1,&' Trtin Ilting-Dcw)--Twentieth clay

of the eighth month.

By celebrating the anniversary of Tran Hung Dao's death, the
Vietn,ameSe people also commemorate a 13th century war against a Mon-

gol invasion that lasted 30 years. In the final battle of that war,
Tran Hung Dao's strategy led to the destruction of the Mongol fleet.
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GLOSSARY

a .process by which individuals develop
proficiency in a second language subsequent to or simultaneous
with the development of proficiency in the primary language.

1.

Additive 13ilingua1ism:

2.

Affecttve Pdter: a construct developed to refer to the effects
of personality, motivation, and other affective variables on secThese variables interact with each
ond language acquisition.
other and with other factors to raise or lower the affective filter. It is hypothesized that when the filter is "high," the L2
acquirer is not able to atyiertiately process "comeKehensible in-

put."

Bastc Interpersonal Communicative Skills: a construct originally
developed by James Cummins to refer to aspects of language proficiency strongly associated with the basic communicative fluency
achieved by all normal native speakers of a language. Basic In-

terpersonal Communicative Skills are not highly correlated with
literacy and academic achievement. Cummins has further refined
this notion in terms of "cognitively undemanding-contextualized"
language.

4.

Btltngual Educatton ,Program: an organized curriculum, that includes: (1) L1 dev-'opment, (2) L2 acquisitión, and (3) sub-

ject matter development Ahrought Li and L2. ,Bilingual programs are organized so that participating students may attain a
level of proficient bilingualism.
5.

CognIttvelAcademtc L,anguage Proficiency: a construct originally
proposed by James Cummins to refer to aspects of language proficiency strongly related to literacy and academic achievement.

Cummins has furthr refined this notion in terms of "cognitively
demanding decontextualized" language.

6.

a construct developed to
describe understandable and meaningful language directed at L2
acquirers under optimal conditions. Comprehensible L2 input is
characterized as language which the, L2 acquirer already knows
(i) plus a range of new language (i + 1), which is made comprehensible in formal school contexts by the use of certain planned
These strategies include but are not limited to:
strategies.
(a) focus on communicative content rather than language forms;
Comprehenstble Second-L,anguage Input:

(b) frequent use of concrete contextual referents; (c) lack of
restrictions on Li use by L2 acquirers, especially in the
initial stages; (d) careful grouping practices; (e) minimal overt
language form correction by teaching staff; and (f) provision of
motivational acquisition situations.

1 U3
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7.

a second language instructional approach in which the goals, teaching methods and techniques, and
assessments of student progress are all based on behavioral objectives defined in terms of abilities to communicate messages
in the target language. In communicative-based ESL, the focus
IS on language function and use and not on language form and
usage. Examples of communicative-based ESL instructional apCommunicative-Based ESL:

,

proaches include Suggestopedia, Natural Language, and Community
Language Learning.

,

8.

Grammdr-I3ased ESL: a second language instructional approach in

which the goals, teachin§ methods and techniques, and assessments of student progress are all based on behavioral objectives
defined in terms of abilities to produce' grammatically correct
utterances in the target language. In grammar-based; ESL, the
focus is on language form and usage and not on language function
and,use. Examples of grammar-hased ESL instructional approaches
include Grammar-Translation, Audinlingualism, and Cognitive
Code.

ImMersion Program: an organized curriculum that includes: (1)
Li development, (2) L2 acquisition, and (3) subject matter
development through L2. Immersion programs are developed and

9.

managed so that participating students may develop proficient
bilingualism.
10.

Limited I3ilingualism: a level of bilingualism at which individuals attain less than native-like proficiency in both Li and
L2.
Such individuals invariably acquire Basic Interpersonal
Communicative Skills in L1 and often demonstrate Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills ,,in L2 as well.

11.

Monitor:

a construct developed to refer to the mechanism by
which L2 learners process, store, and retrieve conscious language rules. Conscious rules are placed in the Monitor as a result of language learning. In order to effecilvely use the Mon-

itor, L2 users must: (1) have sufficient time to retrieve the
desired rule, (2) be involved in a task focused on language
forms and not on language functions, and (3) have preyiously
learned correctly and stored the mile. These three conditions
are rarely present in normal day-to-day conversational contexts.
12.

a level of bilingualism at which individuals attain native-like proficiency in theJull range of under-

Partial I3ilingualistn:

standing, speaking, reading, and writing skills in one language
but achieve less than natiVe-like skills in some or all of these
skills areas in the otherlanguage.

r
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13.

14.

15.
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Proficient Bilingualism: a level of bilingualism at which individuals attain native-like proficiency in the full range of understanding, speaking, reading, and writing skills in both L 1
and L2.
.
,
Sheltered English Classes: subject matter class periods delivered in L2 in which teachers: ,(1) homogenously. group L2 acquirers, (2) Speak in a native speaker to non-native speaker
register similar to "motherese" or "foreigner talk,V and (3)
provide L2 acquirers with substantial amounts of "comprehensible second language input."

z.

Submersion Classes: subject matter class Periods delivered in
L2 in which teachers:
(1) mix native speakers with second
language acquirers, (2) speak in a native speaker-tonative
speaker register, and (3) provide L2 acquirers with only minimal amounts of "comprehensible second language input."

,
16.

17.

Submerswn Program: an organized curriculum designed for native
speakers cif a language but often used with language minority
students.
No special instructional activities focus upon the
needs of language minority students. Submersion probrarns are
often referred to as "Sink or Swim" models. ' In such programs,
language minority students commonly experance a form of sub- tractive bilingualism, usually limited bilingualism.
Subtractive 13ilingualism: a process by which individuals develop less than native-like Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency
in L1 as a result of improper exposure -to L1 and L2 in
school. In certain instances, some individuals additionally ex-

Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills in
In such cases, L1 Bask Interpersonal Communicative
Skills are replaced by L2 Basic Interpersonal Communicative

perience loss of

LI;

Skills.
18.

Transitional Bilingual Education Program: an organized curricu...,
(1) L1 development, (2) L2 acquisition,
lum that includes:
In
and (3) subject matter development through L1 and L2.
'artyTransitional priagr_amss_tudents are exited to English submersion programs solely on the basis of, the acquisition of 1-2
Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills. In Late Transitional

programs, students are exited on the basis of attainment of
native-like levels of both L2 Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills and L2 Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency
sufficient to sustain academit achievement through successful
completion of secondary school.
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